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ABSTRACT 
This -report describes the speed characteristic and various 
methods of speed control of DC shunt (separately excited) motors, 
especially for application in electrical vehicles. The basic 
hehavior of the DC motor is discussed, along with traditional and 
modern t ~echniques of speed control. As an example, a speed eon-
troller for a shunt motor (built and tested by the author) is 
discussed. Two types of speed controllers for electric cars are 
discussed,, and the performance results for an ~experimental electric 
c.ar are presented. Finally, a design for a 24 HP car motor con-
troller using both annature and field control was simulated on a 
smaller scale in the laboratory. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This research looks at the speed cont.rol of shunt and 
separately excited DC motors, and its application in electrical 
vehicles. When.ever electrical energy is combined with me.chanical 
motion, the impact of solid state electronic control of electric 
motors is apparent.. It is true that many tools, and vehicles were 
electrically powered prior to the advent of thyristors, power 
transistors, and sophisticated 1ntegrated circuit modules. However, 
the improvements in precision, flexibility, reliability, and con-
trollability have been so great with the new devices and techniques, 
that a nelv and fascinating aspect of technology is occuring . 
When both power engineering and electronics were still in 
th ir early stag,,es, those with bold imaginations perceived the 
potential benefits that might result from a merger of two arts. 
What prev~ented thes ~e two technologies from 'being combined was the 
unreliability of then-ava1lable electronic devices and components, 
During the 1930's and 1940's, the electronic control of motors did 
make some progress as better tubes and components became available 
for such applications. In particular, thyratrons and ignitrons 
became popular It became feasible to electronically control speed 
of fractional-horsepower machines and, to some extent, larger 
integral horsepower machines. 
Significantly, some of these circuit techniques are clearly re-
cognizable as the predecessors of present day solid state con-
trollers .. 
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These developments lead to the solid state chapter of 
electronic evolution. Initially, the invention of the transistor 
sparked a number of application efforts. With the soon to follow 
development of the power transistors, the direct control of larger 
electromagnetic devices became possible. Finally, the introduction 
and quick commercialization of thyristors enabled the precis,e and 
ficient control of very large motors. 
The present ~emphasis is on the ever increasing power capabil-
ity of these solid state components along with the development of 
drive, logic, and isolation devices. These devices include mono-
1" hi gat ' g nd tim·ng modules , to say nothing of entire systems 
on a chi such s registers, counters, phase locked loops, etc. 
Other dev1ces 'nclude operational amplifiers, regulated power sup-
p s and the relatively new optoisolators. 
n order that the reader may better understand the application 
of the electron·c motor control techniques, the first chapter of this 
pap r ~11 deal with the operation, characteristics, and behavior of 
electric motors. Chapters Two and Three will discuss the 
v rious old and modern speed control techniques and devices being 
used. This presentation will be particularly useful to those who 
work w~th both electronics and electric motors. In Chapter Three 
th e s pr sentation of an armature controller using transistors, 
which the author' has built as a proto~type circuit in order to 
implement a field controller for the ~electric car research project 
(a project sponsored by the Engineering and Industrial Experiment 
Stat1on),. 
3 
The application of the new control techniques us,ing transis-
tors and SCR's for the different types of DC motors, especially shunt 
and separately excited, in electric vehicle use is discussed in 
Chapter 4.. TWo types of solid state contro,ller which have heen 
used in electric cars are discussed in detail . 'This chapter also 
includ the conclu ions and recoimllendations for improvement. 
CHAPTER I 
BAS IC CONCEPTS OF DC MOT'OR 
In this chapter t he more specific matters concerning DC 
motors; like type of winding and operational behavior, are consid-
ered. 
Direct-current motors are classified according to the type 
of winding employed, as: 
1. series-wound 
2 . shunt-wound 
3. compound wound. 
The series- wound motor (Fig. 1.1) is one in which the field 
coils and armature ar~e connected in series, and the entire current 
flows through the field coils. The shunt -wound motor (Fig. 1.2) 
de iv s its name from the fact that the field coils and the arma-
tu e are connected in shunt (parallel), and because of this, the 
field current is only a small portion of t he total or line current. 
The compound- wound otor (Fig. 1.3) incorporates both series- wound 
and the shunt-wound windings ,. In other words, it has both the 
series and the shunt windings. 
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---------------ll 
A1 
A?. 
ARM.&\TURE 
SE'R I ES 
FIElD, 
Fig. 1 1 . Diagram o,f the c.onnec.tions for 
a series 1vound DC motor 
Fig. 1.2 
,...--------Ll 
Fl 
COt\ UTAT lNG 
FIELO 
ARMATURE 
I A2 
Diagram of the connections for 
a shunt wound DC motor 
ot ~e· The source of the diagrams used in this research r ~eport 
are listed in References Cited page 130. 
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Fig . 1.3 
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Fl Al 
SHUNT ARMATURE 
FIELD 
F2 A2 SERlES 
FIELD 
Connection diagram of a cumulatively 
compound wound DC motor 
Operating Characteristics 
Series otors 
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The load characteristic curves of a series motor are given in 
Fig. .4. study of the current-torque curves indicates that the 
torque varies approxtmately as the square of the armature current. 
From this it follows that this type of motor is suitable in load 
pplications wh re it is n cessary to supply a large torque with a 
moderate increase in current such as in traction work, crane oper-
ation, etc. 
The speed of a series motor , as indicated, varies greatly with 
the ch nge in load. Because of this speed characteristic, and the 
r sultant po sibility of dangerously high speed at light loads, 
th" mota i not suit ble for belt drive or for use on any load 
wher the torqu might drop b low 15% of full-load torque. 
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F"g . 1 4. Operating characteristic curves of a 
series DC motor 
Shunt otor 
Fro the ch racteristic curves of a shunt motor (Fig. 1.5) 
·t is n d t t this motor will run at very nearly the same 
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sped at any lo d ·thin its capacity, and will not slow very much. 
ven \-1 n great y overloaded . There is but a slight drop in speed 
from no 1 a to full load. This drop may vary from 5 to 15% of the 
full 1 s ed being dependent on saturation, armature reaction, 
and brush positio . 
B of computation limitations, shunt motors in integral 
hors pow r z r e not suit ble for across th line starting. 
u t mot r d ' gn d for er tion over given speed range by 
1200 
1100 
1000 
Fig. 1. 5. Oper ting characteristic curves of a typical 
15-HP, 230-volt shunt-wound DC motor 
field control are not technically shunt motors, in that a stabil-
8 
izing series field is added to assure stable speed under weak fiel d 
cond1.tions. When this winding is included,, the possibility of anna-
ture r acti n d magnetizing the weakened shunt field with a change 
in lo _d is eliminated Shunt motors without speed control are 
used to drive m chin ry that is d ~esigned to run continuously at 
a constant speed 
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Compound Motors 
The addition of a cumulative series field winding to the 
shunt field produces a compound motor. The addition of this series 
field wind·ng gives the motor a characteristic which is a combina-
tion of the series and shunt motor . 
The speed changes with the load, but it does not change as 
much as in a series motor, and it usually changes a great deal more 
than in a sh nt motor. Like the series motor, the compound motor 
has e cellent characteristics for starting heavy loads and yet is 
,. ; . 
in no d nger of "running way" at light loads when used without a 
speed controller. 
Compound motors are used for loads requiring high starting tor-
que or for loads subject to torque pulsations~ They are not prac-
tic 1 o ap lications requiring adjustable speed by field control. 
i h w ake , ed shu~t fi ld~ the series field flux becomes a greater 
portion of the total flux; he ce the changes in load may produce 
unst ble spe ds. 
Compound motors are commonly employed for elevators) air 
ompressors, ice machines, certain kinds of hoisting and conveying 
ma h nery printing press·es, paper cutters, pumps, and other mach-
inery where the load fluctuat s suddenly or periodically, and 
wh re canst nt spe d is not essential. They are usually designed 
,so th t th re will be a drop in speed of about 20% between no load 
and full load. Compound motors may be wound for greater or less 
speed change to meet special conditions and are usually wired for 
10 
across the line starting in sizes up to 5 HP (3.73 Kw). Compari-
sons of the speed-torque characteristic curves of series, shunt, 
and compound DC motors are given in Fig. 1.6. 
In the remainder of this report the shunt connection of DC 
motor is discussed . It is focused on the speed control of shunt 
motor (separately excited) in various techniques and its applica-
, . 1 . 1 h. 1 1 t1on ~n e ectr~ca ve ~c es . 
The remainder of this chapter is devoted to the theory 
of t e shunt motor in order to ~ain insight into the consept of 
speed control of shunt motors in the succeeding chapters. 
The shunt motor (separately excited) is operated in drive 
syst ms with the main or shunt f ield supplied with field current 
"ndepend ntly of the armature. The field current may be kept con-
stant or adj sted to supplement the speed range. A sketch showing 
the cross sect · on of a shunt motor is given in Fig. 1.7a. All of 
the po s · le windings are shown, although some may not be used in 
every application. The shunt field winding establishes the basic 
magnetic field in the air gap under the poles, which reacts with 
the armature current to produce torque, and with the moving arma-
ture conductors to produce the generated armature voltage. The 
seri s field winding, used in some motors, acts to increase the 
speed drop when connected additively to the shunt field, and to de-
cr as the drop for the opposite connection. The interpole winding 
in the cross f ield axis acts to assist commutation. Finally, the 
p le face windings act to reduce the armature inductance and to 
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F'ig .. 1 . 6~ Speed torque characteristic curves for compound, 
shunt and se ies DC motors of equal size 
prevent the armature current from distort1ng the magnetie fi ,eld 
produced by th shunt fiel d winding . The windings are connected 
ass own i F g . 1.7b. 
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The steady state operation of the motor is governed by thr,ee 
e·quations. The total armature ·Circuit voltage is 
v = v + I R where (1.1) 
m a a 
v = armature circuit voltage 
m 
v = armatu e voltage 
a 
I = rmature curr nt 
a 
R - armature circuit re istance 
a 
{0) 
Pole fac.e 
winding 
+1 l Pa 
v,. t Pole face 
:~ ~ Ar~;·i~s 
Shunt Hefd lnteri)Oie 
(b) 
Fig •. 1.7 (a) Cross section, t·Tindings, and 
(b) circuit of DC shunt motor 
arm tur voltage is given y 
where 
f = magnetic field flux 
= motor speed 
nd th internal torque is 
T K I 
= -t f a 
12 
(1 •. 2) 
(1.3) 
The orque onstant Kt and armature voltag~e constant K are equal in 
a consistant set unit (mks). The simultaneous solution of the 
three ~equat · ons yields for the speed 
N = 
Vm ~ T (Ra/Kt ~f) 
(Ka ~f) 
(1.4) 
The second t rm of the numerator of Equati~on 1. 4 is usually small, 
say fiv~e pe · cent of the first term, V 2 . 
m 
In th next chapter the various t echniques of speed control 
based on Equ tion 1.4 will be discussed. 
CHAPTER II 
SPEED BEHAVIOR AND BRAKING OF SHUNT DC MOTORS 
Th ~e speed control characteristics of the DC shunt motor are 
particularly important since they are often the basis for compari-
son \-lith other types of motors. Speed can be controlled by two 
different methods: old methods, using resistors and contactors, and 
new methods us"ng solid state ~electron1cs, transistors, thyristors, 
tc. Each method is described in detail. Methods of braking are 
also described in later part of the chapter. 
The speed of any DC motor (shunt, series, or compound) can be 
ltered by a change in any of the variables i.n the f undamental speed 
equation (1.4) .. 
Four methods of controlling the speed of DC motor will be dis-
cuss d in t e early part of this chapter. Af ter discussion of these 
four me~thods various designs of automatic controllers that inc.orpo-
rate tbe functions of starting, reversing, controlling speed, and 
braking are cons1dared. The four methods are : 
1. Changing the field flux, q>, by means of a variable seri es 
or shunt rheostat ,. This method is known as "field control: 
(Fig . 2. 1) . 
2 .. Changing the voltage Va across the armature by using a 
13 
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variable resistance in series with the armature.. 'This 
method is called ''armature resistanc~e control'' (F'ig. 2. 1). 
3. Changing the voltage across the a.rmatur,e, and the current 
Ia in. the armature, by a combination of two variable re-
sistance in parallel and in series with the armature. 
This method 1s called "series and shunt armature resis-
tance control" (Fig. 2.2). 
4.. Using a controlled source of variable DG voltage to 
chang the voltage V across t he armatur ~e of a separately 
a 
excited motor . This method is known as '' armature voltage 
control11 (Fig 2.3) . 
Field Control 
When the rated or line voltage is applied to the armature of 
a DC motor (Va = v1) and th~e f~ ~e.ld flu is manually or automatically 
varied by rn an of a f"eld rheostat in series or in parallel with 
the fie d excitation winding, the method of speed control is called 
"field controlu. As shown in (Fig. 2.1), when the motor is started 
and the variable armature resistance is short ~ed out (at point a) so 
that Va equals v1 , control of the speed may be achieved by varying 
the field rheostat from point a ' (no added field resistance or full 
fie d current) to point b' (maximum field resistance or minimum 
f·eld curr nt) . 
The speed achieved with the full armature voltage and full 
field curren (no added fi ,eld r esistance) is called the basic speed 
15 
of the motor. Increasing the field resistance, therefore, will de-
crease the field current and field flux in the fundamental speed equa-
tion) causing the speed to rise. Field control can therefore produce 
only speeds above the basic speed. 
Field control as a method to obtain speeds above basic speed 
has the following advantages over other speed-control methods: 
(1) ield control is relatively inexpensive and simple to accomplish, 
both manually and automatically; (2) it is relatively efficient in 
erms of mo or performance, since the field circuit loss is only 3 
o 5 pe e f the total po'tver dra\m by the motor ; (3) within limits, 
fi ld cont ol does not aff,ect speed regulation in the cases of shunt, 
compound and series motors and (4) it provides relatively smooth, 
ste ss c n rol of speed . 
The hird advantage, however, carries with it a warning that 
-his m thad of speed control is achieved by weakening the field flux 
't ·n l"mits If th fi ld · s weakened considerably or interruped 
completely dangerously high speeds are produc,ed. 
With a we k field and a high armature current, the DC shunt 
motor is p rticularly susceptible to the effects of armature reaction 
instab 1·ty and my run away in the same manner as a differential 
compound motor . It is precisely for this reason, moreover, that DC 
moto s st rted iith full fi ld cur ent. With a high speed and 
high arm t re current moreov r, c mmutation difficulties are in-
creased, as the high armature currents are reversed more rapidly and 
serious dam g to tle commut tor may be produced in arcing. It is 
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customary to set .a maximum permissible limit on the overspeed when 
using field control as a method of spe,ed control. Usually this is 
1. 5 times the basic speed. Thus, disadvant,ages of this method are 
(1) inability to obtain speed below the basic speed, (2) instability 
a t high s peeds because of armature reaction ., (3) connnutation diffi-
culties and possible commutation damage at high speeds. 
0 
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Armature Resistance Control 
When the field rheostat is set so that normal field excitation 
(in the saturation region) is produced, and the voltage across the 
armature is reduced, by means of a variable resistance in series with 
the armature, the method of speed control is called "armature resis-
t nee control " . As shwon in Fig . 2. 1 , the field rheostat is adjusted 
to provide normal excitation , and the series armature resistance is 
adjusted so that the armature voltage , Va , 1s varied below the line 
voltage v1 . Control of speed js obtained by varying th~ resistance 
in s i "th the arma re . Increasing the series armature resis-
ance reduces the voltage across the armature (at any given load) in 
the fundamental speed equation, (1.4) causing the speed to drop. 
There ore armature resistance control can produce only speeds below 
the bas ·· c speed. 
Th rm t curre t · s a function of the load . At any setting 
f h s ri s armature resistance, an increase in load will produce 
an increased voltage drop across the seri,es connected armature resis-
t r 'vhich produces a drop in speed. For any no-load speed setting 
b lotv th bas · c speed armature resistance control will produce a 
sh rp drop in speed with the application of load, resulting in poor 
speed r gu tion. The current flowing through the series-connected 
armature r sistance will produce an appreciable power loss (Ia2R8)) 
which reduces the overall motor efficiency. This power loss does 
not produ e heat with'n the motor, but it does require a large con-
tinuously rated, externally connected, variable resistor capable 
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of carrying the rated armature current. This variable resistor may 
be used both for motor starting and for speed control. 
The disadvantages of armature resistance control are (1) the 
relatively high cost of l arge , continuously rated, variable resistors 
capable of dissipating large amounts of power (particularly in higher 
horse power ratings), {2) poor speed regulation for any no load speed 
sett"ng, (3) ow effici ncy resulting in high operating cost, 
(4) difficulty in obtaining stepless control of speed in higher 
powe ratings. The combination of armature and field resistance 
, : -
centro of a shunt motor, shown in Fig ~ 2.1, provides a reasonably 
effect~ve and re atively inexpensive means of providing speeds both 
bov, nd belo the basic speed in the case of smaller DC motors. 
I the arger horsepower ratings, where extremely low speeds may be 
req r o "inching" or njogging" control, a fairly high resistance 
s equ ed ~ he arm ture circuit of relatively high power rating. 
Such r s·st n e produces ineff1cient operation and is relatively 
e pensiv . This difficulty is overcome by series and shunt armature 
s stance control . 
Series and Shunt rmature Resistance Control 
The hem t 'c digram of a rheostatic speed control using 
comb ' ned resistances both ·n series and in parallel is shown in 
F g 2 . 2 . Rsh is a var·able resistor shunting the armature, and 
R s a v riabl resistor in series with the armature. The former 
t s a d·v rt , tending to reduc the armature current as its 
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(R8 h) resistance is reduced. The latter, R8 , acts in the same manner 
as in the simple armature resistance control described in the pre-
ceding section. Thus, in the fundamental speed equation, 
= k Va-IaRa, for a constant field flux, at any given load, an in-
4> 
cr ase l.n R5 will produce a decrease in Va and a drop in speed. An 
increase in Rsh will produce an increase in the laRa drop and also a 
d op ·n speed. The speed may be raised, therefore, by decreasing 
both R5 and Rsh (the latter within limits). As in the ease of field 
cont ol · her i a maximum permissible limit to the shunting effect 
produced by Rsh at higher speed. If Rsh approaches a short circuit 
aero s the armature,, extreme torque instability occurs as a result 
of tendency toward high speeds and increased loads. The net effect 
o th ~ shunt res·stor Rsh' is to make the operating speed less 
suscept · ble o changes in load torque and, as a result,, improve the 
sp ed re ulation of the motor over that which might he obtainable 
using o y s· tance control. Ho ever, a reduction in shunting 
resistance produces a proportionate reduction in developed torque .. 
S nt· g es"stors across the armature are used with armature resis-
tance control therefore, where it is desirable to maintain approxi-
m tely the same operating speed and where the load torque may tend 
to vary. Fig. 2.2 also shows the basic switching circuit for 
starting and runn·ng w"th series and shunt armature resistance 
contr 1, s w·ell as the switching sequence used with these contac-
tors On starting ,, only contac tor 2A is closed.. This provides 
th max·mum prot ctive resistance in series with the armature, as 
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well as contr'olled current in the armature, in order to develop the 
necessary starting torque. The motor is accelerated in progressiv~e 
steps by (1) opening n.c. 2A, (2) closing n.o. 3A, and (3) closing 
n. o. 4A. At time t 1 shown in the sequenc~e diagram, therefore, all 
contacts are in their operating position and the motor is running 
as a shunt motor. 
Progressive decreases in speed with reasonably good speed 
re,gulation may now be obtained by opening (deenergizing) 4A at time 
t 2 , followed by 3~, at time t 3 ,_ deenergizing 2A (lA is o~.~~ and 
energized) to provide combined series-shunt armature resistance at 
tim~e t 5 . Thus, ~n the last case, running with all the contacts as 
shown in th,e figure provides the lowest running spe ~ed, with b,etter 
s ed than prov·ded by inc easing the series armature resistance. 
Th · adv n a es of his method are (1) improved speed regulation 
(b t er than with armature resistance control), (2) possible use of 
h · rma -u s un ing r s1stor for dynamic braking. 
The disadvantages are (1) reduced operating torque with in-
creased diversl.on of armature current, (2) reduced efficiency be-
cause of pow r losses in the series and shunt resistors .. 
Armature Voltage Control 
In the se of moto s of higher horsepower , efficiency, 
torque, good -peed regulat"on and smooth stepless speed control 
are all extremely important considerations. Heavy loads with high 
in rtia require smooth acceleration over a wide speed range. All 
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thes~e. criter~a may be achieved by using a variable DC voltag~e from 
a sourc~e of sufficient capacity to supply the required armature 
voltage and current to a DC motor. The field is always separately 
~excited from a constant-current or constant .... voltage source, as shown 
in Fig. 2.3.. This method also eliminates the need for series arma-
tu e starting resistance. If the armature voltage supplied from 
the variable DC source is z ~ero, the motor develops zero torque 
(T=k Ia) and is at a standstill. If the armature voltage is i n-
c as s igh y .. ·n ac.c.ordanc.e_ with, N = k(V a-laRa)/~, ~e mot'Or 
t ts and turns at a low speed with a minimum of ac~celeration . The 
armature current is limited because of the low voltage across the 
matu e. Red c·ng the armature voltage to zero, and reversing the 
polarity of the variable voltage source, will stop and reverse the 
mo in acco d nee ~ ith the left-hand motor rule. For DC motors 
of fr ct ,~ on 1 nd relat 'vely low horsepower rating, the variable DC 
vo ta e source may b ~e a s ~emiconductor {SCR) amplifier, operating 
f om thr e-ph ~ s ~e or single-phase AC supply ,. Motors of moderate 
ra ng u o 100 HP, ma be armature voltage controlled using 
rot ry amplifiers such as Rototrol, Regulex, or small er amplidynes . 
1n ddit on, sta ic amplifiers such as magnetic amplifiers may be 
d as th adjustable DC voltage source. Large DC motors, above 
100 H controlled in his manner by means of rotary amplifi.ers 
uch as the mplidyne or the Ward-Leonard control system. 
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In summary all four methods of speed contr ol of shunt DC motor 
are shotm in Fig. 2.4 .. 
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Fig . 2 . 4 Shunt motor speed control ( 3) 
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Reversing DC Motors 
It is possibl,e to reverse the direction of rotation of any 
DC motor by r,eversing the direct~on of either its field flux or its 
armatu e currents, in accordance with the left-hand motor rule. 
R versing both the field flux and the armature curr ~ent simultaneously, 
by reversing the line connections, produces torque in the same di-
rection a d the d1rection of rotation is unchanged. Thus, a DC 
series shunt or compound motor may be reversed by (1) reversing 
h dir ct"on of current in its armature circuit (including the 
1nter a e and compensating inding), or (2) reversing the direction 
of its shunt and/or series fields only, the direction of armature 
current compensating inding, and interpole flux remaining the 
s mo t popula method of reversal is to reverse the arma-
r con ections despite the fact that heavier currents are 
nterrupted. The are t~o d"sadvantages associated with field 
r v s 1: (1) op i g t e f1eld for reversal purposes may cause 
da g o s runaway, instabi ity and exceedingly high armature 
currents· (2) the field is more highly inductive than the armature; 
opening a highly inductive c~rcuit will produc,e more severe arcing 
nd v tage break-down than in interruption of the armature circuit. 
It · s u u lly customary to ubrake" a motor prior to r ~eversing so 
that during he period that m tor slows down (prior to reversal) 
its rm ture is d w·ng l'ttle or no current from the line. 
le tr·cally reversible motor is defined by the ASA as one 
wh·ch c ~ n be reversed by changing the external connections, even 
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when the motor is running. All DC motors fall into · this category. 
Thus, if the motor armature connections to the supply are reversed, 
a fo 'ID of braking known as "plugging''• occurs automatically. Plugging 
is the principle of applying power to a motor in such a direction 
that it attempts to reverse. Since it obviously must stop, or pass 
through a standstill eondition, before it can reverse, it is possible 
to stop or "brake" a motor by plugging. 
otors may be reversed manually, using cam-operated or drum 
sw·-t hes o automatically, by me,ans of relays and contacts. The 
b s rc f or shunt-motor reversal is shown in Fig. 2.5. A set 
of contac s i I sed o energize the field circult and (if automatic 
ta ing s used) a control circuit. Closing the F of forward ~con­
tacts ill produce one direction of rotation. 
Closing the R co tacts w · 11 produc ~e the reverse dir,ection of 
ota on and arm ture curr~ent. As may be seen from Fig. 2.5 ,. Closing 
both the d R contacts simultaneously tvill produce a short 
ci cuit dir ctly across th ~e line. In th ~e case of manual switching, 
this is harldy likely because, in moving from forward to reverse, 
tr nsition (open) occurs in which the F contacts are opened and 
the R contacts are closed. In this case of automatic reversal, it 
is ne essary to use electric and mechanical relay interlocks to 
pr,event both se s of contacts from being energiz,ed simultaneously. 
Fig .. 2 5 
Lj_ 
M Shunt field Fierd rheo 
F R 
Basic circuit for manual or automatic reversing 
of shunt DC motor 
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contr ler for the utomatic starting and reverscii of a 
shunt oto using electric and mechanical interlocks of contacts and 
relays l.S shom in Fig. 2.6. The configuration of the armature and 
fi ld eire "t is essentially the same as shown in Fig. 2 .. 5 with the 
d · ion of dashpot (or other suitable) time .... delay relays lA, 2A, 
and 3 . The ~nique fe t , r ~es of this controller are in the control 
. F h . d. . f 4 c c 1 . or t e operat1ng 1seuss1on see re erence . 
Plugging Braking 
Wh n a motor armature is running in a specific direction and 
its armature pp · d voltage polarity is revers ~ed, at that instant 
th ou er emf is, in phase (of the same polarity) with the applied 
volt ge . The tot 1 applied volt g ~e across the unprotected armature 
th . n is p tic lly twi · e the volta0 ,e th t may occur at the moment 
o st rting without any protective resistance in series with the 
arm tur . Th m ximum possible current (usually 1.5 times rated) 
on st rting is th . same s that tvhich should flow at the instant 
Field rheo 
- - 2 
~------------------------~3 
( 0') Complete schematic us1ng electr •cal and mec on•ca I infer locks 
Mechonicol 
inteflock Lz 
I 
(b) Al1ernote con 1rol C1r1cuit using mechanical interlocks only. 
Fig 2.6 Con oller for automatic reversal of a 
DC shunt motor 
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that plugging is initiated. Therefore, for proper plugging, addition-· 
al series armature r ~esistance. , over and above the starting series 
armature resistance, should be i ntroduced, in order to limit the 
armature eurrent tQ a safe valu~e., Thus, while the normal starting 
resistance in Fig . 2.6a may serve to limit the current as the speed 
decreases and reve.rs ~es, it does not provide sufficient resis tance 
for plugging at the time when such resis tance is most required., i.e.,, 
at the moment when the polarity reversal occurs (sinee it takes 
) 4 time for th contc;c.ts to' drop o~t . 
Dynamic Braking 
Wh ~en the armature of a motor is disconnected from its supply, 
· t ··11 com~e to a stop eventually,, despite the inertia of its load, 
becaus nergy is no lo,nger provided to the armature and m~echanical 
l~osses _ re present. If the f1eld excitation of a DC moto~r is main-
ta in d t th time that the armature is, disconnected from the supply, 
the mov1.ng rmture conductors will have a voltage induced in them 
and the deenergized armature will act as a s.eparately- excited 
generator . The prime mover of the armature is the inertia .of the 
motor rotor and its connected load. 
If an electric load in the f orm of a resistor is connect,ed 
across the deenergized armature of a DC motor, the mo·tor will be 
brought to a s.top very rapidly, since the inertia of th ~e motor arm.a-
ture ( as prime mover) must supply both electric. and rotationa1 
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los,ses. This form ,of br,aking in which the motor armature (only) is 
deen,ergized, connected across a resistor, and permitted to dissipate 
its rotational energy as a generator, is udynamic braking". 
B~ecause a resistor is required in series with the armature of 
a DC motor for purposes of motor start1ng, it is customary to use a 
portion of th·s resistor as a braking resistor to dissipate the 
generated energy of the motor when its armatur~e is disconnected from 
the supply. Dynamic braking of a nonreversing shunt motor is shown 
in ig. 2 7.. qu· ck-acting br_aking relay, B, ~energized .. ;v~en the 
m or is start d maintains the necessary connection through its 
n c contact B from the starting resistor to the armature. For 
controller op ration see reference 4 • 
s ·n the case of plugging braking, it is sometimes desired 
to op -r tea motor us g a sequence which calls first for braking 
nd then fo rap·d reversal of the motor. Dynamic braking may be 
used to b ·ng the motor to a standstill before the reverse polarity 
(p ugging) is applied . A typical controller employing dynamic 
braking and reversing, , or dynamic braking t o a quick stop, is 
shotm in Fig 2 . 8 .. 
Regenerative Braking 
A third type of electric braking, in addition to plugging and 
dyn mic braking is 111 r egenerative braking... T'he term nregenerationn 
imp!" sen rgy r turn (or generat ing energy back) to :the supply. 
Regene at ve braking s,tems quite naturally fr ,om dynami c braking, 
Fig .. 2 7' 
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since 1t would appear quit,e logical not to waste or dissipate the 
rotational energy of a large motor (operating as a generator during 
dynamic braking) by dissipation in a resistor, but to r ~eturn that 
energy to the supply instead. 
Any generator is loaded when it is parall,el,ed and supplying 
energy to a bus. The gr,eater the amount of energy supplied to the 
bus the greater the prime--mover energy required to sustain the 
generator In the case of a motor rota ting at fairly high speed, 
hen v r the load tends to drive the motor in the same direction 
and full fi ld excitat ion is applied , th1ere is a strong possibility 
that the induced voltage may exceed the line voltage. If the 
natur of _-he motor load is such that it tends to drive the motor 
( s ·-n descending elevator , for exampl,e) , the motor speed will in-
ere s and the gen ated voltage will tend to exceed the line vol-
t g ns de- b y . Motor loads for electric locomotives, trolleys, 
b _ses v ors ,. cran s, .and hoists will hav~e suffici,ent potential 
energ (at top of' a hill in the case of fraction, or heavy load 
about to descend in the case of lifting devices) to drive their 
mo shafts a t extremely high speeds. The speed of thes ~e motors 
may be redu ed considerably, with practically little wast.e of energy 
requ r ng o mechanical or friction braking by using regenerative 
br _king,. Th p w r r turned to the lines may be used for other 
motors, d ,vices, or equipm.,ent served by the bus. In contrast to 
the internal combustion engine in an automobile, which dissipates 
its braking energy in brake linings, the electric car offers high 
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energy-conservation possibilities.. On fairly flat surfaees, energy 
is theoretically required only during acceleration. Similarly, 
energy is only r ~equired in uphill travel. During periods of de-
celeration and down hill travel,, reg~enerativ~e braking maintains saf,e 
speeds and returns energy to the el~ectric.-car batteries. 'Thus, the 
only ~energy r ~equired for travel is that consum~ed by losses inherent 
in the mechan1cal and el,ectrieal design. 
The principal of r ~egenerative. braking is very simple. A DC 
dynamo acts as a motor when its armature is connected to a supply 
and hen the dynamo develops a counter emf that is less than the 
termi -al voltage. The motor will run at a speed determined by its. 
excitation and counter emf (N = K E/cp) as long as it is drawing 
curr nt from the line (motor action) . If, howev~er, the dynamo 
x~citation is increased and it is driven by a prime--mover at a 
higher speed the dynamo will s~end current into the lin~e and acts 
as g nerator.. The load on its pritue mover as a result of generator 
action ' ill r duce the prime-mover speed and will ~cause the dynamo 
to r ~esume mot~or action when its counter emf and sp ~eed return to a 
value such that current is delivered by the line to the dynamo. 
In regenerative braking, therefore, it is not even necessary to 
disconnect the motor fr,om th~e line. All that is required is that 
th , motor s.p ~eed and the, field excitation be increased sufficiently 
to reverse the armature curr~ent and produce. generator acti ~o~n. 
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Sc ema · ic d1agrams of the switching circuits for plugging, 
dynamic, and regenerative braking are ,shown in Fig. 2.9 for purposes 
of a compar · s ~on as well as reference. In each of the figures, the 
otor is accelerated to ts rated speed by closing acceleration 
con tac s A. At th~e end of a specific time, c ~ontac ts AR are close.d, 
shorting out the protective series armature resistance . When it is 
desir d to brak the motor, all A contacts are deenergiz.ed and 
all B c~o tacts ar~e energiz~ed.. In the case of braking by plugging, 
shown ·g. 2.9a t e rmature polarity is reversed through pro-
c res· t r Rand the full field flux is applied .. In the case 
of dyn m1.e braking, shown in Fig. 2 .. '9b the armature is disconnect,ed 
from he J.n hen the contacts open, and is connect ~ed across a 
p t1on of the s arting resistance when the B contacts elose.. Both 
· ug - · g n d n m1c braking ill bring the motor to a stop (at which 
nt th B co s hould be opened). 
In he a e of regenerative b ak1 g, shown in Fig . 2 .. 9e,, 
br ki g c -u s 1utoma tically lwThenever th~e speed of th·e motor arma-
tur g a d the load dri es the motor as a generator. Contact 
B a reve s c -rent relay, closes to increase the field ~excitation 
and br king act o, du ing this period. 
t ve braking w1.ll not bring the motor to a stop but 
s ~ v s only to edu e i s spe~ed ( 1) without th ~e necessity for 
m , hani~c 1 brak, s and (2) ~vith little energy loss 4 • 
The d. c - s · n of resistive DC motor control is terminated at 
this pain , :nd 1n chapter th ee the electro~nic DC motor control 
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wh~ch doesn '' t dissipate the energy as mueh as resistive control 
will be discussed in detail. 
R' 
I 
I I 
(b) Dynomic. 
( o )I Plugging. 
(c) Regenero'five. 
Fig, .. 2 . 91. Plugging, dynamic, and regenerative braking of a shunt 
motor· in schematic form fo,r manual or automatic control 
(c,ontrol circuits not shown) 
CHAPTER III 
E,LECTRONIC CONTROLS FOR DC MOTORS 
El~ectronic power control for electric motors probably started 
in 1930 with a s1.mple power triode or thyroton system.. However, 
el c ' ronic control has only r ·elatively recently taken off since the 
advent of semiconductors, It is probably true that present teeh-
0 s ly advanced to solve practically .any T ~ower 
ontrol prool - th only real limitation being cost . Until recent 
ear c p~t 1 cos 1 was of greater importance than such things as 
~ea , o mai ena 1 ce, elJ..ability, and efficiency. However, since 
c po contra circuits are highly eff1cient, there is 
1 kel o, 1 gr -du -1 nc.rea e in the use of solid-state devices 
n 11 r o po . r cont ol. 
e s a d t -an,sistor a e not th~e ideal power control 
device bu they go a long way to~ards providing ideal control 
terns. T e foll _ -s a descr~ption of the solid-state devices 
h . t re -"dely used "n power control cir~cuits. There are three 
t es f de ic su ,- t bl £ r wide scale use in motor and other 
p con ~ rol ystems namely: 
Th _ Thy ist r 
The Tr~a 
Th Tr ns "_sto 
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The Thyristor is the most commonly used in applications ranging 
from simple electric dr"ll speed controllers to complex high power 
inverters, and will be discussed in detail. The Triac is in fairly 
1de us , but it is limited in use to the control of AC systems and 
is, therefore, not so versatile as the thyristor and the transistor. 
The Tr·ac is essentially two thyristors connected in reverse paral-
lel. The ransistor as described later is the most promising of 
semiconductor current control devices. Providing t he present limi-
tat ons of the po er handl1ng capabilities of the transistor are 
ream th · dev · ce l; ill probably supersede all other semi.conductor 
devices for power control applications. 
Th te m thy 
Power Control Devices 
e Thyristor 
tor is the generic name fo r semiconductor-
d c s h t have char cteri tics simila to those of thyratron 
tub s . B s · c y this group i ~ eludes bistable semiconductor de-
vic s that have three or mor,e Junctions (i.e., four or more semi.-
c nd ctor la ers) a d that can be switched between conducting states 
(from OFF to 0 or from ON to OFF) within at least one quadrant of 
th principal vo t ge current characteristic. There are several 
r nt t pes of thyristors, h ch differ primarily in the number 
o e t 0 term'na s d in their operating characteristics in 
· rd qu d of th voltage current characteristic, as shown 
i T bl Reverse-blocking triode thyristors, commonly called 
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s, ·lico~n controlled rectif'ie·rs (SCR' s), and bidireetional triode 
thyrist~ors, usually ref,erred to as triacs, are the mo.st popular 
types. 
T'ABLE 1 
DIFFERENT TYPES OF THYRISTORS 
No of terminals Third- Quadrant Operation 
Blocking I Conducting Switching 
2 Revers,e Reverse Bidirectional 
I blocking conducting diode 
diode diode thyristor 
thyristor thyri,s.tor 
I 
Reverse I Rev~erse Bidirectional 
3 blocking conducting triode 
II triode 
I 
triode thyristor 
I thy is tor thyristor 
Th~e d velopment of the thyrist,or or silicon-controlled r ~ee.ti-
f er (SCR) for 1 w and medium power applications in th,e 1950s has, 
cr ated unlimit ~ed possibiliti,es for DC moto~r control from an AC 
supply b electronic methods,. The small size, high r ~eliability, 
and e ativ,ely efficient SCR has begun to dominate the latter half 
of the t -¥e t • eth century for contro,lling both DC and AC small and 
m d ,. m siz d motors from and AG sourc~e.. As of this time, SCRs up to 
400 (rms) with voltage ratings (peak forward and reverse blocking) 
up to 200 V are av ilabl~e .. Above 100 HP at 115 DC and 200 HP at 
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230 V DC some o ther types of systems such as mercury-arc rectifiers, 
magnetic amplifiers, rotary convertors, and motor generator sets to 
convert and supply the direct current required for extremely larg,e DC 
motors, can be us ~ed. An SCR is basically a four layer p-n-p-n device 
that has three electrodes (a cathode., an anode, and a contr ~ol gate). 
Fig 3 1 shows the junction diagram principal and schematic symbol 
for an SCR. An analysis of the voltage-current characteristics of 
SCRs and of the charge-carrier int1eractions that make possible the 
s 'tc ng tr ns·st·ons indicated by those characteristics provides 
s r 1 n ormati n cancer i g the operation and possible applications 
o this device . In many drives the AC motor-DC generator set is re-
pl ced by a thyristor circuit which utilizes SCRs to rectify the 
voltage from a constant-voltag~e AC source and to control the armature 
rr nt of th 
SCR 
p·g ' 3 ' 1 
5 DC shunt or separately excited motor . 
(a) 
THIRD OUADRA.NT 
ANOOE(-) 
(,b)l 
FIAST QUADRANT 
ANODE(+) 
( ) junction diagram, (b) princi.ple voltag,e curr,ent 
ch teristic (c) schematic symbol for an SCR 
thyristo r 
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Frac·tional and low-integral horsepower motors, are usually supplied 
from single-phase sources, while larger motors are supplied from 
three phase sources. The thyristor, ideally has infini t ·e resistance 
for both directions unless the proper bias is applied to the gate 
terminal, which causes the thyristor to conduct in the forward di-
rec.tion even after the bias is removed. F'ig. 3. 2 and 3. 3 illustrated 
the use of half-wave and full-wave circuit in simple single-phase 
arrangements. The field circuit in either may be supplied through 
a half- ave or a full .... wave rectifier. The simpler cir ~cui.t in Fig. 3. 2 
requ only one thyristor, which of course can conduct eurrent 
only in alternate half-cycles.. The portion of half-cycle (from 
about 0 to 180°) over wh1ch the thyristor conducts is controlled by 
adJusting th fi 'ng angle with the application of the proper value 
of h olt ge to the gate term~nal G from an auxiliary circuit not 
ho n ·g. 3 . 2. Since he s·ngle thyristor passes only one 
ph se of curr n per cycle which has a duration of 180° or less, 
the ,e . zabl~e dips in the armature.. Less ripple results from 
fu 1- ve rrangement in Fig. 3.3 in which the brige circuit com-
prised of thyristor I and II and diodes III and IV accomplishes 
r ctif · cation during both halves of each cycle .. The firing angle 
of th t y · ors determines the amount of direct current supplied 
to th motor armature. 
f ,  
+ 
v 
( 1 hyrislur 
I 1"\..t I ~K line 
Fig . 3 . 2. Singl1e,- phase SCR drives, half ..... wave 
Fig _. 3 3 
Tbvri tloro;; 
v ac: 
lin.: 
Single-phase SCR drives, full- wave 
VI 
II 
(; 
- --o-.11. 
l"hr ' l'-
a------4---o U ph:JI:L' 
linl' 
e------4--------~----~ C 
Fig , 3 ., 4 .. Three-phas·e SCR drive 
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Diodes IV, V, and VI provide the return path for the three phase 
currents . During the dips, in the voltage the energy stored in the 
armature inductance produces a component of current through the path 
prov1ded by the free wheeling diode connected across the armature . 
While three phase is more complex, it makes less r1pple in that it 
passes six pulses per cycle . The current ripple increases. heating 
of the armature, and more difficult connnutation particularly at light 
load and high speed, when the pulses are of shorter duration. 
Schematics for half wavre and full-wave control of shunt-wound 
motors are om in Fig . 3. 5 and 3 .. 6. SCRs are also used to control 
DC motors supplied from DC sources. The advantage of the SCR arrange-
ment h rere DC sources are availablre ,. is due t ro the much smaller 
e c ns ption of SCRs than t hat of the resistors that are normally 
required to contro motor speed in the straight DC devices. A 
thod for controlling a shunt motor suppl"ed from a DC source is 
hown n F' . 3 7 . The DC source arrangement requires a means for 
turning r0ff the thyristor ~Then the curr,ent pulse has attained the 
desired duration. · This is done by means of a commutation circuit 
which incorporates a capacitor and an auxiliary thyristor. Problems. 
as soc· t ~ed w · th the couunutator and brush,es impose limits on the siz,e 
of conventional DC machines. A serious problem is that of commuta-
tor d formation caused by centrifugal forces and by local heating 
r sult1ng in improper brush contact. Another disadvantage is the 
6 
n rma maint nance requirement of commutation and brushes · 
A.C 
LINE 
Dl 
1 N4003 
06 
11 N4003 
Rl 
30 k . 5 w 
03 
1 N4003 
C1 04 
02 '-- 20 Jtli= 11 N4003 
1 N400.J 2'5 V 
05 
1 N4003 
Ql 
2N4172 
Fig. 3. 5. Half-wave c-ontrol of shunt- w,ound mot6r 7 
Fig ,. 3 .. 6. 
(4) 
FU:LD 
4 .7 1k 
5 .0W 
107 
+ 
C11 
2.0 J.LF 
25 v 
Qt5 
1 N400.J 
DB 
1 N5159 
7 
Full-wave control ,af shunt-wound motor 
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T 
v 
• 
--~-------.----~r-------.--------o + 
iodl! rnnunutallng 
. wil·h 
de 
line 
Fig 3.7. SCR drive from a DC source fo r a DC 
shunt (separately excited) motor 
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The Triac 
The triac is a device wh ich behaves like two thyristors con-
nected back to back as shown in Fig. 3 .. 8 . The characteristics of 
the triac are very similar to the thyristor, as shown in the anode 
voltage curre t curve of Fig.. 3. 9. Either positiv~e or negative 
pulses on the g e ¥"11 trigger t he triac in either direction. The 
_r·ac · s design _d specifically for C power control, using phase 
control techniques . A typical circuit is shown in Fig . 3.10, and 
appropr"ate vefo in Fig 3.11. The triac is in fairly wide 
': 
b l' · te n use to the control of AC systems and ·s, 
refo e not so versatile as the thyristor and the transistor. 
l ' ng 
or an e ple , a schematic diagram oJ"hich is used for control-
8 
small DC motor is sho\m in F1g. 3. 12 
l-2 
t
M.AlN TEA INAL- I 
GATE 
TRIAC 
I TERMINAL2 
FlRST QUAORAr-JT 
MAIN TEAMI AL Ut·) 
g . 3 8 Fun 
nd 
ym 
on diagr m 
h m i 
F "g . 3.9. Principle voltage 
current character-
istic for a t r iac for tri 
A 
u 
"'0 
c: 
ra 
Dl 
< 
~ B 
In 
u 
co 
~ 
0 
> 
c 
A 
AC' 
Supply -
c 
:B B 
Fig . 3.10. Basic triac circuit for controlling AC supplies 
with or without transformer 
/ / / / I I 
\ 
' 
....... 
Fig. 3.114' Volt ge waveforms in F'ig. 3.10 
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Cons iJm 
.C. Ul)l)ly 
F ' g. 3.12. 
t 
Van;tl •'" 
d.c. ~upplv -
v t 
-r 
Constant 
d.c. supply I -
Surge 
suppression 
rect,ifier 
Mechanical 
load 
Speed control of a smal l DC motor using 
triacs (Texas Instruments Ltd.) 8 
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The Transistor 
The transistor i ·s a device. which only pass~es current when a 
bas,e current is appli~ed) and ceases to do so when the base current 
is removed. Connections and currents are shown in Fig. 3.13 and the 
typical collec or-emitt ~er characteristics for various values of base 
current are sho m in Fig. 3.14. For most control pow.er work, the 
trans -· stor is used as a switch. Because of the current gain of 
transi,stor {typically > 10) a relatively small base current will 
cont ol a large collector current The transistor is inherently 
r : -
mo~r r ,li ble ·n its s itching than the thyristor, since no collector 
current can f ow if there is no base current The transistor is 
therefore unlike y t:o turn on when not r ·equired. Although the 
t ans·stor is a more reliable s itch, it is somewhat less rugged 
th n th hy is tor. Its main probl~em is its limitation on peak 
currents~ If the collector current exceeds a figure equal to base 
t"m th c r nt gin (Sih), the transistor forward volts 
drop ·11 rise consid rably , and henc~e will drastically increase 
its po~ r dissipation. In one other respect the trans1stor is ·not 
a.s rug d as the thyr_ stor. !This is when switching inductive loads. 
When transistor tv.th an inductive load connected to its collector, 
is t ~ rned off, the collapse of flux in the inductive causes the 
voltag aero s it to ·ncrease. This voltag,e appears across the 
tr ns ·-stor and has the effect of forcing current through it, 
g in t th u · n- ff ction. Th·s increases the dissipation in 
relatively small areas in the transistor and causes localized hot 
+ 
CoHee tor 
Emitter Control (bas~. 
curoent t 
NPN Type 
Collector 
PNPType · 
I Load (collector) f current. 
! Load (collector) current 
Fig. 3.13. NP and PNP transistor symbols and currents 
I"', 
Increasing 
ba·e 
current 
' -
'<Working load line 
' ' 
Slope f loadHne 
equ:1l oJI ctor load 
resi. tance in ohms 
1 ig . 3.14. Call tor V/1 characteristic of transistor 
with call tor load 
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spots.. If allowed to exceed certain values, this increased dissipa--
tion can destroy the transistor. Manufacturers. have produced curves 
,of Safe WOr king areas for their transistors during swi.tching. This 
A typical example of a power control appl.ication for trai:J.sis-
tors is next described. The waveforms of Fig .. 3.15 indicates that 
diagonal pairs ,of transist~ors are s.witched on together, causing the 
v!Qltage across the load t o reverse each time the pairs are changed. 
This circuit provides an alternating square wave output from a DC 
supply and ~s called an invertor. By adding another two transistors 
and switching them all in the right sequenc ~e,, a three-phase invertor 
can be easily obtained ., There a re commercially availabl ~e AC variable-
frequency motor control systems that use transistors in this type of 
ci cuit. The diodes across each transistor enable inductive currents 
to be switched without damaging the transistors.. Inductive current 
can flow through the diodes when the transi.stors turn off. The diod~es 
also clamp the load voltag~e to that of the supply. 
As an example of the use of transistors in the speed control of 
a DC motor, the author has built a controll~er (designed by Mo~torola 
Semi ~conductor Products) for the shunt, s~eparately excited permanent 
magnet motor. This circuit was a prototype o.f th ~e field ~con.troller. 
It tvas modified in order to match the armature chopper circuit (sepa-
rat ly excited motor) for the El ectri c Car project. 'The circuit 
behavior and o·riginal s.peed-torque characteristics which have been 
9 
tested by Motorola I nc. are next descri bed in detail . 
oa 
\ 'O)t 
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+ -----......----..----~-...-..--...... ------- Voc 
_,._ ____ ....,._ _ __...___ _____ ......,.~----------o-ov 
I T1 and T4 T1 and T4 
Yoc 
Conducting Conducting 
0 
DC 
T2 ond T3 
Conducting 
F·g 3 5. Bas1c transistor bridge invertor circuit and associated 
QIU put waveform 
Feedback Speed-Control Cittuit .for Shunt 
and Permanent-Magnet ·Motors 
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The. feedback arrangement depicted in the schematic diagram of 
Fig. 3.16 is a design by Motorola Semiconductor Products, Inc. This 
circuit is speed controller for permanent-magnet motors. It is also 
applicable to shunt motors, in which case it would be pref,erable to 
excite the field from a constant-current source . The speed-torque 
characteristics are shown in Fig. 3 .. 17. This is an "on-off" system 
in w "ch operating current is parcelled out to the motor armature 
, : 
in such a y as to maintain a near constant speed4 It ~ears a re-
semblance to pulse-width modulation but is not ordinarily so desig-
nated because both the on time and the current vary. It shares the 
salient feature of pulse-width modulation, however, in that motor 
c rr nt is either on or off there is no power dissipation from 
intermediat current values, as in rheostatic control. The average 
value of armatur curreJ t is the controlled parameter, and this is 
a function of the verage duty cycle. 
The second parameter is not directly motor speed; rather it · 
is the vol age drop across the base-emitter junction of power-output 
transistor Qs Th·s quantity, VBE' varies with the motor current. 
For ~example if incr jeased mechanical load is applied to the motor, 
it tends to slow down and this decreases its counter emf so that it 
can consume more torque-producing current. Voltage drop VBE in Q5 
then becomjes great jer because of higher collector current. The 
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sense transistor is Q6 , and DC voltage that represents motor spe~ed 
. d 1 d . "A" 1s . eve ope - at po1nt ,. This voltag~e is applied to the input of 
a Schmitt-trigger circuit that includes transistors Q1 and Q2 . A 
''comparison,. v~oltage derived from the SPEED- ADJUST control, R, is 
also applied to this input. The conduction state of transi,stor Q2 
is therefore governed by the net DC voltage sampled by the base of 
·nput transistor Q1 .. Transistor Q3 is a simple DC amplifier stage 
for more effective actuation of drive transistor Q4. Transistor 
Q5 · s the po ~er-o.l:ltput stage which actually nmeters" cur~:ent to the 
motor armature 
The flnal essential element is the free-wheeling diode, n3 . 
This d1ode provides a path for armature current during int ~ervals 
h n transistor Qs is in its off stat ~e. The source of this current 
is th nerg_ stored in the magnetic field of the motor. A more-
on tant torque results from this current path through n3 . Without 
DJ, h s st ~o d nergy would manifest itself as a destructive voltage 
pike. s already pointed out an increased motor load results in 
a higher base-em tter voltage, VBE' in power-output transistor Q5 . 
This voltage ·s s~ampl ,ed by feedback sense stage Q6 , and a DC voltage 
th t is propo tional to teh average VBE in Q5 is developed across 
capacitor c4 .. When a higher voltage is thus developed across capa-
citor c4 , ·e causes input stage Q1 of the schmitt trigger to shorten 
its conduction intervals. The resultant 1.ncrease in on time for 
st ge Q2 , nd for all subsequent stages through Q5 , causes a higher 
verag current to be delivered to motor armature, thereby restoring 
53 
much of the depleted speed. The opposite reactions take place when 
the load on the motor is relaxed. 
Th~e circuit of Fig. 3 involves positive feedback. (An 
increase in armature current begets a future increase.) However, the 
feedback factor is not suffici ~ent to cause any instability. The 
motor itself tends to discourage a cumulative build up to either a 
"hung-up" or an osc1llatory condition because as each increment of 
addi ional current produces increased speed, the counter emf is in-
creased thereby inhibiting de~elopment of runaway current. 
It ill be observed that the Schmitt - trigger voltage divider, 
made up of Rs Ra, Rg, and R11 connects across the 12-volt power 
sou c B cause of this, if the voltage from the power source be-
omes h'gher transi tor Q2 ill be biased on for a shorter time, 
t eby t nd · g to preve t increased average current from being 
d iv d to th moto . lthough this compensating action is not 
mak s motor speed much less dependent upon supply voltage 
than would otherwise be the case . 
B ca of varying characteristics in motors and wide tole-
t nsistor parameters, the optimum value for resistance 
15 w'll gene al y require trial-and- error determination. As was 
sa · d at the end ,of the last section, this circuit was modified in 
order to b ·1d 
motor (20.8 
,r proj ct 
t· - d controller for the separately excited shunt 
) o m ch n arma ture chopper circuit in the electric 
picture of the circuit and its waveform is shown 
in F·g 3 18 and Fig~ 3.19. 
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TORQUE (IN. OZ . .) 
(a) u atura1 11 cha acteristics when motor is powered from a tapped 
battery or a voltag~e regulated po~wer supply 
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(b) Spe d-torqu cha acteristic upon the same motor is controlled 
by fe ~ db. ck circuit in Fig 3.16. Courtesy of Motorola Semi-
conductor P oducts, Inc. 
Fig. 3 . 17 . Sp ed-torque characteristics of DC permanent magent 
motor 
(a) Low average current Vertical: 5V/div. Horizontal: 1 msec/div. 
Fig. 3. lBa.. Outp~ut waveform of pulse modulator 
with 2Q load resistor 
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Fig 3.19a. Thiee~quarter view of feed back 
speed control circuit 
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Fig. 3 .. 19b. Top view of feed baek 
speed control circuit 
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The independent speed and torque control of a shunt motor (and 
the permanent magnet moto~r as well) are discussed next . The ~electro .... 
magnetic to,:rque developed in the armature is almost directly propor-
tional to armature current.. ·Therefore, limiting the armature current 
als ~o defines the maximum torque that can be developed. This f ,ollows 
from the equation for torque T, where T = KiatP· In this relationship, 
K is constant and is a function of design parameters of a given 
motor, such as a number of poles, the characteristics of the magnetic 
rnater ·al the dimensions of the air gap, etc. Since field strength 
<P ·s, or can be constant, it follows that torque is directly control-
lable by - eans of armature current. The control of speed is generally 
assumed to be derived from torque control and the two performance 
parameters may appear to be interdepend.ent . 
o ~ever, the speed of a shunt motor (or permanent-magnet motor) 
is fa·rly constant with respect to the torque extracted from the 
shaft oreover the speed of these motors can actually be con-
tr,ol edl by armature voltage while holding armature current constant. 
What is ne,eded is a controller that will produce abrupt current 
limiting, as is attainable from laboratory power supplies that have 
cur t - limiting controls . 
The speed-torque charact ~eristics of a shunt motor with an SCR 
control unti v7hich allows independent adjustment of speed and torque 
is shown in Fig. 3.20. These curves also show the way in which· 
61 
independent adjustment of speed and torque can be attained. 
The torque adjustment has a number of uses. With essentially 
light load,, if the load demand exce ~eds the torque adjustment setting, 
the motor will slow down drastically, or stop. This prevents over-
loading the horsep01;-1er rating of the motor. Similarly, the motor 
will not overexert itself when presented with loads requiring higher 
starting torques than those allowed by the setting of the torque 
potentiometer. When a drive motor attempts to overcome a "jam-up" 
in the driven~mac~inery those features which were described abov~e 
_re u 
The torque-control feature can 'be used for "softeningn the 
s rting interval and for controlling acceleration to a preset speed 
h n e se tially inertial loads are used . 
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F~g. 3 . 20. Cu v s sh wing independent speed and 
torqu control of a shunt motor 
The 'Torque Control of DC: Motor 
by Use ~of Current Feedback 
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As already shown, speed is not the only motor operating para-
met r amenable to electronic control. Others ar ~e starting,, stopping, 
positioning, torque, hors ~epower, Anoth~er interesting and useful 
control technique is shown in Fig. 3.21. The torque of a DC shunt 
or a permanent-magnet type is controlled independently of speed. 
This is done by feed-back current. Th~e torque command voltage is, 
in essence, an adjus, tabl ~e r~eference source. For any given value of 
torque-command voltage the curr~ent in the ar , ature of the motor is 
maintained at a constant value., Since the torque is proportional 
to armature current, it also is "programmed" by the torque-command 
voltage. 
Th ~ motor is by i s nature a current-to-torque transducer. 
The power conv t r is because of the current feed-back loop, a 
voltage-to-cu re t converter. Therefore, the overall arrangement 
prod s orque in response to input voltage. Although speed 
dep nd on the applied mechanical load, it will be recalled that · 
gulation of shunt motor justifies the classification of 
th's type as constant-speed machine.. It should be mentioned that 
th motor mployed in such a torque-control system will actually 
d·sp y poorer sp ed regulation than it normally would without with-
out control. Th" is because any current regulating process degrades 
the voltage regu ation across the load through which the current is 
stab ·1 ··.zed. In smuch as motor speed is. proportional ·to armature 
63 
voltage, it follows that the speed in such a system will tend to be 
an undisciplined performance parameter. However, this is generally 
not of detrimental consequenee in many torque-control applications 
sueh as winders, un-winders, tension mechanisms, etc. 
A simplified schematic diagram of a power- conversion bridge 
sutiable for the torque-eontrol technique is shown in Fig. 3.22. 
The bridge is unidirectional in the sense that current always flows 
in the sa e direction through th~e motor. For the wav,eforms plot 
10 
see reference 
r--------------------------~-------------------------, 
Fig 3.21 
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.: 
Anoth,er type of speu=d control is ac:co,mplished by a tachometer 
feed- back system . A sp ,eed-contro l syst,em '9annot be mor,e accurate 
than the method used for the actual sensing of motor speed. Although 
there is close correlation betwe,en impressed armature voltage and 
d b -,q n counter emf and speed there are applications 
where more pr,ecise spe,ed s,ensing is needed.. This is attained by 
coupling a DC generator, or tachometer, to the motor shaft., Thus 
a DC voltag ~e representing sp,eed is produced., This voltage can 
repres,ent speed quit ~e accurately and is not influenced by armature 
r ~eaction, current, or temperature within the motor itself. Also 
the pola ity of the tachom,eter voltag ~e changes with the direction 
,of rotation. This is - fortuitous convenience in bidirectional 
systems . The tachometer signal is usually fed back to the input of 
the sys t em, where it is compared with a variable reference, or 
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speed-command, voltage. The comparis,on produces an error voltage 
of the polarity required to extinguish itself by correcting the 
motor speed.. And, as long as the sp,eed--command voltage is held 
constant, the motor speed will be maintained constant despite 
variations in mechanical load or in other motor operating factors. 
A block d1gra.m of a speed-contr~ol syst1em using tachomet,er feedback 
is shotm in F'ig ., 3 ., 23,.. It will be observed that ther~e are other 
feedback loops as well. Thes ~e are for the purposes of lineari.zing 
ov rall response increasing bandwidth,, and limiting curr,ent . 
The t ch m ter feedback loop embraces all the amplifi1er stages 
and therefore is instrumental in determining motor speed . Th ~e s ys-
tem shown i intended for use with eith,er a permanent- magnet motor 
or a shunt m tor itb a shunt motor , the high end o,f the sp·eed 
r nge can be extended by r ~educing field current . However, t he 
ava 1 ble torque w1ll then be l 1ess for these higher spe~eds . If the 
mo o s1ze d the. n ture of th ~e lo,ad are such that a saf,e tempera-
ture. ise ea be maintained in the motor, the tachometer speed-
control method of Fig. 3 .. 23 will \'lork with any type of DC motor 10 • 
In the next chapt ~er the application of the DC motor, .and the 
v ious yp ~ s of controllers used for the el,ectric car is discussed. 
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CHAPTER IV 
VARIOUS TECHNIQUES OF SPEED CONTROL 
FOR EL,ECTRIC VEHICLES 
The basic function of the controller in an electric car is to 
regulate the voltages delivered to the driv.e motor by proper condi-
t1oning of the voltage available from the powe.r source.. While this 
h b s · c f unction other secondary functions, such as regenera-
t1ve braking and current limitation , may be incorporated in the 
control system Several different methods for accomplishing this 
re ulation are in use today, and the particular one to he employed 
·11 dep nd pon the type of drive moto·r used, car driving pattern, 
cost and other system pa ameters. 
Befor discussing the various cant ol methods, the different 
types o dr·v moto s which are used in electrical vehicles will 
be considered. 
There are basically three types of DC motors in use in elect-
rical veh cl s today : the separately excited, series-wound, and 
compound-wound motors . The separately excited motor is one in 
which t e field windings are .excited by a voltage i ndependent of 
that applied to the armatur ~e . This is in contrast to a shunt- wound 
mo or, in which the f i eld windings are connected in parallel 't..ri th 
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the armature and thus the field and armature receive the same volt-
age. The s ~eparately exc1ted motor has an advantage over other 
motors in that some motor control can be obtained by controlling 
only the field voltage (or field strength), which means that the 
controller need handle only the relatively small current in the 
field as opposed to the much higher current in the armature. The 
disadvantage of this type of motor is, that its speed cannot be 
controll d down to zero speed using only field control. The lowest 
speed to wh ch the motor can be reduced is dependent upon the maxi-
,.; 
The series-wound motor has the field windings connected in 
s ries •t the armature; thus the field and armature currents are 
tb same. T e series- ound motor has a very high starting torque, 
h"ch m k s 1 des·rable or vehicular applications. A controller 
us ~ed with this typ of motor must be capabl~e of handling the maxi-
mum c rent permissible in the mot:or, typically several 
hu dred amp r s 
The ~compound-wound motor has both series and shunt field 
windings. The shunt field ~~ndings may or may not be separately 
e eited. This mot r retains the high torque characteristics of the 
,series-wound motor but also permits the low eurrent field control 
ov r pa of the sp d range . The AC type of motor which is normally 
us d in traction systems l.S squirrel cage induction. It is consid-
rably lighter, sm ller, and less costly than a DC motor of compar-
abl power; henc~e the interest in AC traction systems . However, its 
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h'gh operating speed dictates the use of gear reduction for accept-
able vehicle performance. The comparison, advantages and disadvan-
tages of different types of motors are: 
1. AC 1.nduction motors 
a. Advantages--higher HP/lb t han in DC motors; can 
be over loaded for short periods of time. 
b Disadvantages-requires AC current, which must he 
converted from DC battery power. 
2. DC Motors 
dvantages-control circuitry very simple; wide 
range of control available., 
b. Disadvantages-low HP/lb ratio and tendency to over-
heat in igh load low speed situations. Tendency 
to ov rspeed if control circuitry shorts out. 
c. Type of DC motor-(two main types used in autos) 
s ~eries-wound armature and field are connected in 
, er · ~es s~o that the same high current flows through 
both. Separately excit,ed- field windings, which 
requ1.re only a very small excitation curr,ent, are 
isolated from the high current armature windings. 
3. DC Perman nt agnet ~1otors 
a. dvantag s .... high HP/lb rat1.o, flexibility in design, 
long lif for DC motor . 
b. Dis dvantages-still experimental, high cost special 
design. 
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While the AC motor would appear to be a better choice for an elect-· 
rical drive .system.., this choiee has been rejected due to high ·Control 
circuitry co.sts. 
The DC separately excJ..ted motor is the best choice for the 
maximum conversion because: 
1.. Separate field and armature ·excitation allo·ws maxi mum 
power utilizat.ion. 
2. Separate control of armature and field current provides 
w de range of speed control. 
r : 
3 Direct current ope ation allows control circuitry and 
its associated losses to be by-passed when full current 
is used in either field or armature windings. 
4. Use of separately excited motor allows for most 
e f icient circuitry for both armature and field control. 
This is significant fa ~ctor, since field and armature 
currents are quite different. 
5. Over speed c.o,nd · tion minimized in ,s ~eparately excited 
11 
motor 
Motor Control Circuitry 
Th pe d of an electrical motor depends upon the voltage 
wh.ch it oper t sand the amount of current passing though it. 
I o d r to ontrol the spe d of an electric motor the operator 
must control on or the other of these parameters. 
One of th oldest and simplist control methods for ele~ctrical 
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vehicles is to use a variable resistance ·het:w~een the power supply 
and the drive motor ,. Usually this variable r~esistanee is produced 
by inserting and deleting fixed resistors in series and/or parallel 
~configurations s ~o as to produce a step resistance control. These 
various conf1gurations can be indexed by moving a rotating contactor 
as was done in early electri~c street cars. A more sophisticated 
tech ·que for this index1ng process is to open and close various 
mechanical relays. These relays can be ,activated by an aceel ~erator 
pedal linkage. Alternat i vely , the relays may be activated by 
, ; 
s "tc. e s ~ os cl6 ure depe ds ~on vehicle speed so as to g1ve a 
programmed aec.elerat.ion. Two examples of variable resistance con-
t ols are ·ndicated in ig. 4.1. 
® 
+· ® 
T 
OPERATING CONDITION' 
OPERATING CO. D~TION 
S\A'ITCH OFF i SLOW --+- FAST 
A 0 c 0 0 0 
B 0 0 c 0 0 
c 0 01 0 c 0 
D 0 0 0 0 c 
SWITCH I OFF SLOVv ~FAST 
A 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 c 
!8 0 I 0 
1
0 I 0 0 0 c 0 
c 0 0 
I 
0 0 0 c 0 0 
D 0 c c c c 0 0 0 
E 0 c 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 
I 
0 I 0 F 0 0 G 0 0 0 
0 =Open C = Closed G I 0 0 0 G 0 0 0 0 I H 0 0 0 0 c c c c 
Fig . 4 .1. Represent tiv variable res i stance control systems 
While the resistance control is, simple it has two obvious 
disadvantages; it is wasteful of energy in that power dissipated 
through the resistors is lost and it tends to produce a jerky 
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mot -· on in the vehicle as the various resistor,s are stepped through 
by the controller. The dissipation of energy as heat ean be used 
in h ater to arm up t he air in the car in .cold weather, but it will 
be as ted 1n other times, . This disadvantage is of course fundam~ent .al 
a d cannot be eliminated . The second can be minimized by using sev-
al res -· sta c eps but this will add to the complexity and cost 
of th ontroller ,. The jerkiness could he eliminated by using a 
rheostat control, but rheostats capable of handling the. larg~e 
current demand of the motor are very heavy and costly. 
Another method of voltage control is to connect the individual 
b t r -· ~es which con titute t . ~e proper supply in various series and 
1 co f gurations so as to nroduce multiple voltage steps up 
mum i - ab e from the pol<ler supply. Two ~examples of 
such b ~ t ry s · tching systems is indicat ~ed in Fig. 4 .. 2. Obviously, 
th v ltage nc ments poss"ble in such a system will be some inte-
1 mult"pl of the individual battery voltages, usually 6 or 12 
vo ts. s ith the st ~ep res istance control, the various parallel 
and/or series configura ions can be indexed by mechanical relays. 
The p 11 1-s ri s battery switching el·minates the waste of 
dissip . ed p w r nth sJstance control but it also produces 
j -kY v h·cl m tion as. th voltage is incrementally changed. 
h·s undes feature can be reduced by making the voltage 
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- ® 
® -
OPER,ATING CONDITION 
s ITCH OFF PARALLEL SERIES 
A 0 0 c 
B 0 C· 0 
c 0 c 0 '/ -
0 = Open C = Closed 
Fig. 4 2. Representative battery switching control systems 
ncre n s as small as p ~ossible, but this in turn adds to the com-
ple ity of th system . 
Batt ry s nning is another voltage control method. In this 
me _hod individual batteri s are added in series up to the desired 
voltage level through mechanical relays. Each time the controller · 
is returned to th off position, a stepper or scanning switch alters 
th · q ence in which the relays close so as to prevent the same 
b ttery from being discharged in the low voltage range. Thus if 
f ur b tteri _s labeled 1, 2, 3, and 4 are used the sequence of series 
conn ct"on might go 1-2-3-4, then 2-3-4-1, then 3-4-1-2, etc. This 
syst m lso h s tte disadvantage that incremental voltage changes 
can 1 ~ d to j ~erky vehicl motion . An example of this technique, 
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MOTOR 
Fig . 4.3. Representative battery scanning control systems 
a ell as a more sophisticated battery scanning method , are 
nd·c d i g. 4.3. 
T e three methods just discussed might be described as 
me hanical controls 1.n that mechanical means are employed to change 
the voltage by incremental amounts. However, the developm.ent of 
po -_ semi-conducto s has led to electronic control systems in 
hi h t e volt ge can essentially be varied over a wide range up 
to h m imum of the power supply. This variation is attained 
by usin full o _ upply voltage but varying the fraction of time 
in wh·ch the battery ·s turned on by high frequency switching of -
the s m·-conductors. By varying the fract ion of on time, the motor 
c n be made to receive an av.erage voltage over a wide range. This 
interrupted control method is referred to as chopping and the con-
tro ' e is al 1ed a chopper control. The type of .semi-conductors 
u . d in chopper contr ls ar usually transistors and thyristors 
( CR' ) 2 . 
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1. Principle: Solid state components act as high speed 
solid state switch (low power dissipation). 
2. Types of solid state control components. 
a. Transisto~r (low switching current used to turn 
on and off). 
i. very fast 
ii. v~ery efficient 
iii. simple operation 
iv. h·gh cost for high current transistor 
~; 
b. SCR 
i. slower switching speed than transistor 
ii. needs low current to turn on, special 
c·rcuitry involving heavy inductor to 
turn off 
iii muc lo~wer cost than transistor for high 
current applications 
3. 'Types of SCR Controllers 
a. DC to AC inverters-convert direct current to 
alter ating current by alternately switching 
two SCR' s having opposit ~e polarity i.n the circuit. 
i. Advantages 
1. motors using alternating current have 
a higher HP/lb ratio. 
2. when used in three phase configuration, 
the maximum current through any single 
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SCR is reduced. (This reduces cost of 
components.) 
ii. Disadvantages 
1.. circ.uit.ry complic.ated-t.wo SCR switches and 
supporting circuitry required for each 
phase (six switches for three phase operation.) 
2. high peak current required in single phase 
operation. 
3 supporting circuitry required to fire switches 
- r., a 
in proper order to obtain phase d.1fferences 
and frequency characteristics. This circuitry 
becomes more complicated with each added phase. 
b. DC to DC Cho per-controls current from a fix,ed voltage 
s upply by rapidly turning current on and off (switching 
time s in m·cro seconds) so as to allow only a certain 
r entage of vallable current into motor circuit. 
dvantages 
1 simple circuitry 
2. lower compon.en costs than with inverter. 
(approximately 1/3 of cost of thr,ee phase 
inve ter). 
3. no phase mon ·tor ·ng circu1try needed ,. 
ower eight than inverter 
ii. Disadvantages 
p s'bility of switches failing to turn off 
when nec,essary, causing a power surge. 
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2. possibili.ty of chopp ~er over supply due to 
failure of current limiting sensor circuitry 
failure. This again causes lo~ ss of power 
11 
control . 
In Fig .. 4.4 all types of DC motor and control combinations are 
shown .. Contr~ol circuitry for vehicles must provide smooth operation 
and very low power loss. Resistors are plagued with high power loss 
while mechanical switches in reasonable numbers are unable to pro-
mooth chang~e of voltage. The following ar1e 
Solid state components provide high efficiency because 
they limit rather than waste the power going into the 
motor circuit, Their high speed capability makes poss1-
ble a smooth variation in current flow to the motor. 
2. DC choppers 1re p~referable to AC inverters at this time 
ow"'ng to their lower cost, simpler circuitry, and 
lighter ,.reight. 
3. Trans.istor switches .are more expensive than SCR 
s •tch s of comparable current rating for electric 
vehiele use. However, eosts and weight of st..ritches 
and supp I ting circuitry make it desirable to examine 
the · dividual chopper circuit tvith respect to its 
current requirem~ents, weight, complexity and costs 
before choosing one type over others. 
Th chopper control has a drawback in that the high frequency 
cu rent interruption tends to produce a high frequency noise . This 
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Motor 
Output 
Power 
I 
~ 
Series Shunt Compound I Separately 
.Motor Motor Motor I Excited Mlotor 
: 
I L j T 
I l I I l 
Armature Field Armoture Field 
Control Control Control Control 
I J J T 
_Variable Variable 
I 
Variable 
-
f- Variable I 
A'esistonce Resistance I 
f-
Resist ~ance Resistance 
1 
I I 
Ba ~ tery Battery Battery I Battery 1 ~ Switching/ 1- Switching/ ~ Switching/ :1- Switching/ 
Scanning Scanning I Scanni~ ng Scanning I 
I I 
I 
Chopper Chopper Choppe~r Chopper I 
'- Con rol L- Cont·ro' '-i Contro\ 
.._ 
Control 
F · g,., 4 . 4. DC motor and control combinations 
nois e -n be red c d by adding 1nductance coils but this adds to the 
w nd cost of the controll.er. The chopper control tends to have 
h' h fici~enc.y in normal operating ranges, but the efficiency 
tend t ~o decrease in the low voltage control region. Frequenctly a 
bypass contactor is used in control when full voltage is desired so 
a t elim·nat ~e .any voltage loss across the semi-conductors. 
Th foregoi g paragraphs describe the basic methods for motor 
control ·n electrical veh'cles In practice only one (or combina-
tions of w or mor ) of thes · methods might be used in the vehicle 
control syst .m. s a n example ., a DC motor control system combining 
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several basic control techniques is shown in Fig. 4.5. 
The major features desired in a moto~r controller for an 
electric car are: 
1. To provide drive comfort and safety, the controller 
must respond quickly and smoothly in varying the 
vehicle speed. 
2. To obtain maximum vehicle range, the controller must 
not only have low electric losses, but must also 
operate in a manner wh1ch minimizes the internal 
lo s s of the battery and motor. 
3. To promote compo,nent life and reliability, the controll-
er should protect itself as well as the motor and drive 
train from damaging ov,erloads. 
4. As an additional safe1 y featur1e, the controller should 
ssist in braking the vehicle and in preventing "fre~e-
heeling .. dovm hi ls. By accomplishing this with 
regenerativ'e braking the vehicle range is also in-
creased. 
Of var·ous types of controllers available for electric drive 
ystems the solid state controller offers the best method for ob-
aining h above features. Resistance controllers can offer smooth 
c ntro 1 bu have v~ery poor efficiency, and battery and motor switch-
ing sc ~em ,s offer g ~ od efficiency but fail to provide smooth control. 
For futur higher power vehicles solid state controllers offer the 
- bl 13 
most p - ·c :cal and best performing control scheme availa e .. 
54/108 v 
System Armature 
Starting 
Resistors 
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Fig. 4 . 5 . DC control system combi n i ng several basic control techniques 
t 
Solid state .. switching devices, name.ly transistors a}fd_ thyris-
r! 
th key element s of. DC controller . Because these devices 
can rapidly switch on and off and have fairly low losses during both 
t:h ir on state and off state they hav1e made possible the development 
of an eff1cient ethod of achieving a continuously variable DC out-
put from a fix,ed voltage DC sourc,e.. The significant characteristics 
of these d v es are that they can switch within 50 micro seconds 
or less h v a voltage drop when conducting of only 1.5 volts or 
1 -ss ,and when properly used are. rugged and reliable compouents. 
The concept of a switching type controller or chopper is 
illu trat,ed in s i mplified fo r m in Fig . 4. 6 . If the switch is open-
ed and clos d fo fixed time periods the average voltage across the 
lo d · s . 
t 
on 
t + t 
on of 
v 
Batt ry 
By v rying the r tio of the on time to the off time the average 
output voltage can be m de ny value from zero up to the full 
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I 
.. 
-
-
vn LOAD 
•;a 
I 
F'g. 4 . 6 . Simple chopper 
battery voltage, 
impo tant characteristic of a chopper operating with an 
ind cti e lo d such s a motor, is that the average motor current 
can be seve r 1 times greater than the average battery current.. When 
t e duty t yc e ( on ) is loti, the average motor current may be 
ton + toff 
as much as 10 tim s ' igh -r than the average bat_tery current i f the · 
motor c · cuit time constant is sufficiently high. In electric 
vehi le app ications this characteris tic is particularly advantageous 
du · · ng acceleration from standstill 't.J'hen the torque demand (and con-
s quent y the current demand) of the motor is very high . 
Th sw · t hi g fr qu -ncy of most high po~.ver choppers fal ls be--
twe n 50 and 500 pulses per second. Since losses occur each ti t 
dev' e is switch d, the efficiency of the chopper de -r ase t 
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pulse frequency is increas,ed. If the frequency is made lot-7 the 
higher AC ripple component of the motor current causes higher 
motor l ~osses and the torque pulsations, produce noise and vibration 
of the, vehicle12 • 
Controller Operating Modes 
Using, the switching concept previously outlined three diff ~er-
ent operat~ng modes, which depend o,n how the pulse duty cycle and 
repetition frequency are vari~ed, are available. For example, the 
pul ~e repetition frequency of the controller may be held constant, 
, ;- .. 
h'le th pulse tidth is varied as shown in Fig. 4.7a. A second 
mode is variation of the pulse repetition frequency while holding 
the pulse duration constant. By combining pulse ridth modulation 
and puls frequency modulation, a third mode results in which the 
pul e duration and frequency are both variable, as sho"Wn in Fig. 4. 7c., 
Sol1d state controllers for electric vehicles must be a 1e 
to co ro urr nts of several hundred amperes from batteries 
having voltages of from about 36 volts to abou1: 120 volts. A varie-
ty of controller circu"ts have been developed and employed i ele 
ric fork lift trucks . industrial vehicles, and experimental elec r 
cars. T , illustrate the types of power components and circuit 
curr ntly available, a controller which has been used i r 
car · s d · scuss,ed.. A a first exampl ~e an electric ~car as 
to v rify the feasibility of wide range field control f 
-xcit d DC motor, and to develop a control ~ystem - hi 
reliable, low in cost, and which duplic,ates as 1 1 
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VARIABLE 
(a) D D 1--- T -+ CONSTANT 
1 r- TON ... CONSTANT 
(b) D D n n o on 
~ t0~ VAR.IA13LE 
(c) D D D I II I 
Fig. 4 7. Controller operating modes 
t 'e charact,eristics of a c~onventional automobile (as an aid to con-
m r a ept nee). For the drive system a shunt wound DC motor with 
i ld contro w s used This el1.minated the need for high po,ver 
p ed co trol circuitry which has always been v~ery expensive and 
u ually troublesom in past electric car designs. Field control 
r quires only a lo po er chopper circuit which is not subjected to 
v i ns in current due to motor load., The motor "idles" at its 
r ted base p -d with full field current supplied, and increases 
sp d field c rrent dec eases. The upper speed is limited by 
h o truction of th arm tur and brushe • The armature -,;vindings 
subj ct d to trem n ous c, ntrifugal forces at high RP'H, and the 
brush t nd to "flo t " on the commutator. The lower speed limit is 
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de term ·ned by available f 1.eld flux density and armature windings. 
The body and chassl.s came from a 1967 Corvette for this experimental 
electric car. The specifications for motor and controller are: 
motor sepa ately excited direct current 21 HP, 1000 rpm, 96 V, 
220 amperes 1 hour (General Electric BT 2376) controls, hybr id 
analog/d.gital design using CMOS IC logic, pulse width modulation 
applied to motor field . The control circuit block diagram is shown 
n Fig. 4. 8. An important design goal was to make the drive system 
"'fee 11 as nearly as possible like a conventional drive system to the 
,. : .. 
dr'v r P oper bal ncing of negative armature current feedback with 
accelerator pedal voltage produceds the desired result. The feedbacks 
a so stabil" zes the system und·er conditions of low field current, 
hen fluctuating attery vol tage can cause the driv~e to oscillate . 
oth r feature of the controller is the automatic sequencer 
h. h ac el ra es th motor from a stand still to 80% of base speed 
s n r sistors 'n the armature circuit. 
he con roll r then shorts this resistor out with a contactor 
to b ·ng th motor up to base speed. This occurs only when starting 
t car., swit h on the clutch pedal prevents the motor from being 
st r ed h.l in ge r . 
The con oller is presently set up to limit armature current 
to b t 375 mp r s . The only way the motor current can rise above 
b1s v lu s if the d 'v shifts to a gear which is not appropriate 
o th v hi le sp·e d at the mom nt, or if the driver releases the 
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clutch too quickly. In these situations, the controller can't slow 
the motor down enough even with full field, so an over-current situa-
t"o is created. As soon as an armature current of 400 amperes is 
the controller opens the main motor contactor, removing 
t load f om th mo or. The motor is automatically restart ~ed when 
the 1 ch pedal is depressed to the floor. 
d'g"tal integrator circuit is used to control how long the 
motor is allo ed to draw full current (approximately twice rated 
con 1nuous curren ) . Whenever the motor is dra'\inng more than rated 
c rent (220 mps) a count,er counts up. When,ever the motor is draw-
ing le s than rat d current, the counter counts down by a clock which 
i ight times slower than the count up clock. If the counter counts 
up to ull unt, the fee b ck constants in the controller change, 
1·rn · ting m ximum moto cur ent to about 200 amperes .instead of 375. 
The c n r 11 r i reset tvhen the counter reaches 0 again. A numerical 
disp ay on the instrument panel indicates the integral count. 
Other instruments in the panel include an ammeter, expanded scale 
voltmeter, and an indicator light for high current. 
The control circuitry is powered from an isolated DC- DC 
converter on the 12 volt auxiliary system. The entire control 
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circu · t consisted of 17 IC'' s mounted on a single plug-in wirewrap 
board. The field dr"ven circuit was mounted on a separate heat sink 
o er the motor. The basic diagram for motor and control system is 
shot in F1g. 4.9. 
Th re some difficulty with the field control circuit. The 
first problem arose 1; . • th the field contactor. A low- cost AC type 
contactor as derat ~ed and used to handle the high voltage DC. Un-
ortu tely ,, e contactor still arced continuously. Another con-
t (d ra ed further) cured the problem. 
Th po e tr nsistor driving the motor field was the other 
bl m he original design used a single SVT 6061 power 
D l:ng on Th. could not handle the surge of current to a cold 
f·eld. fter studying the safe operating area curves of many differ-
ent devices, as w 11 as price and availability the SE T-173 was 
el ct d for use in a ne1:o1 drive circuit. The driver consisted of 
hre d vic s in p rallel (with small emitter balancing resistors) 
driv n by f urth d ~ v e. Thi circuit wa predicted to handle 
11 r sonable t mpe tur ~extr mes. A free wheeling diode and RC 
network aero s the field t.vorked to limit voltage spikes to :J-5 
volts bove the b ttery volt ge. Los es in the field driver circuit 
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Fig. 4. 9. Basic diagram for mot ~or and controller 
were on the order of 10 watts. 
Sever 1 m~nor chang s could be incorporated into this con-
troll r 1:0, improv its performanc~e. One chang ~e would be to sense 
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armature voltage instead of armature current to determine when the 
starting resistor can be by-passed. Right now, an armature current 
of less than 30 amperes is required. However, if the starting 
resistor w~ere to fail, this condition would be reached immediately, 
enabling the main contactor to pull in while the motor was at rest. 
Changing the eontroller to check armature voltage instead would 
eliminate this possible occurrence. However, the fus.e would protect 
the motor from damage in either ease. 
A m ch more flexible sys tem could be built if a microprocessor 
r us _d . 11 the functions of the present controller could be 
programmed in, in addition, many new features and improvements could be 
added . For 1.nstance, the present controller uses an up-down counter 
for the integration of armature current. When the preset level is 
reached the current limit point is low,ered, preventing further 
h a ing and possible damage . This func tion could be programmed 
to be proportional, gradually reducing the current limit point as 
the motor h ats up. If could also be programmed to perform the in-
strumentation fuctions (its outputs would provide ,a digital volt-
meter' and ammeter). It could also us ~e battery voltage and battery 
urrent to prov ' de a digital 11 fuel gauge" which could either display 
perc, nt b tt y c pacity remaining or miles to go at present current 
d . 14 ra1.n • 
Mechanical Types of Electric Car 
In purely mechanical terms, there are two types of electric 
car : 
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l ,. Motor 15 linked to the wheels using the fly wheel or 
directly. 
2. The drive uses the gear box and cluteh in the car. 
In the first case the full range of speed can be. obtained by 
switching between the armature and field controller. By turning 
on the ignition the control circuitry will be powered and in full 
field excitation (DC separately excitation) the motor will speed up 
to reach the base speed. The motor will be designed such that the 
base speed is, the "idle" speed for the car. In order to start the 
mota , qu t•al circuit or automatic starter might he used. For 
loll spe~ed and high torque an armature chopper circuit can be used. 
(V ry·ng the armature current with full field excitation.) Higher 
spe d (over the base speed) will be achieved by weakening the field 
e citation by m~ ns of a fi ~eld c~ontroller.. There will be a feed back 
loop to stab~lize the speed by the accelerator voltage as a reference 
vo ag or the troller:. A proportional analog controller will 
switch b · t'teen the field and armature controller. The bloc:k diagram 
for t is t chnique is shown in Fig .. 4.10. 
In h"s cas a series wound motor which has a high starting 
torque is pre£ rr ble. 
n the second c se the motor will start and speed up to base 
sp ed with t 1 ad. (There is a switch under the clutch pedal to 
,s ' a the moor ) Whenever the ignition is on, the control circuit 
is wered nd fie l d · in full excitation. By pressing the clutch 
the switch will be turned on and activate the starting sequencer or 
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Fig _ 4.10. General block diagram for controller 
a to atic starter·· in order to speed. up the motor to base :.Speed 
(i e). By shifting the gear and releasing the clutch (load the 
motor) and pressing the accelerator simultaneously to increase the 
motor sp ed. As soon as the motor becomes loaded it will slow do~~, 
t y p ess ng the accelerator the field controller will w,eaken 
the f eld an t e arm ture chopper will send more current to the 
arm ture* therefore speed will increase to reach the desired speed. 
For a ~econd xample an advanced electronic control system 
for a ep r tely exc1ted DC motor is described. Performance char- . 
acteris ·cs of an electric vehicle using this control are discussed 
and recommendations for future systems are given15 
Th complexity of the control system for battery-power electric 
vehicles is strongly influenc~ed by vehicle performance r~equirements. 
The concern is with th - control of commuter-type electric vehicles 
lav1ng a top sped in the 55 to 60 mph range, and 0 to 40 mph accel-
r tion time in the range of 20 seconds. Since a vehicle of thi.s 
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typ,e may carry 1000 lb of batteries and operate in. hilly terrain, 
regenerative or dynamic braking will be assumed as a safety require-
The force required at the driving wheels may be expressed by 
the equation: 
where 
W = gross veh1cle weight 
P = tire pressure 
10 
- static tire resistanc ~e coefficient 
(sin o. + a) 
g 
R1 = tire pressure resistance coefficient 
R2 = dynamic tir~e resistance coeffici,ent 
V = veh~cle speed 
p - ·r density 
D = a rodynamic drag coefficient 
= r ntal area 
~ = t rrain grade 
= v hicl' acceleration requi~ed 
g = g avitat~onal constant . 
The power needed for maintaining a given vehicle ,speed, which is 
proportional to force times vehicl,e speed, is given as a function 
of gr de ·n Fig. 4 .11 . For a 3000 lb ,experimental electric vehicle 
2 h vi g a 19 ft frontal ar~e • Although the power requirem,ents are 
modest a t most speeds n a level road,, climbing grades can require 
cons·derabl pow r. Power for accelerating the vehicle is needed 
lO 
0~~==~~----~~-----~~----~®~----~~~-----ro~----~ 
Vehicle Speed, MPH 
Fig . 4.11. Vehicle power requirements 
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i i ·a t th value in Fig. 4.11. 
The of r nsmission or torque converter between the 
el ctric mot r nd the drive wheels can multiply the torque available 
at lo~ sp ds t reby enhancing low speed performance and hill 
lirnbing b"lity. The added transmission losses are offset by per-
m"tting th b tt y-controll r motor system to be operated in a more 
£ icient r nge. ystem tra -offs become more favorable to the use 
0 r n mi 0 s top sp d and grade climbing requirements are 
rm t r chopp contr 1, illustr ted in Fig. 4.12, has gained 
w ccept n b c u of its ability to provide smooth control over 
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Fig. 4.12. Armature chopper 
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Fig,. 4 .13. Armature chopper waveforms 
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a ide r nge of motor speed . The voltage appl~~~ to the motor can 
b ·ed con nuously from 0 volts to full voltage by controlling 
t co duction ratio of thyristor switch THl. Commutation components 
2 3 L2 d C ar n eded to turn thyristor THl off. The in-
1 b orb he diff renee between the motor voltage and 
chopp volt V, h'l diode Dl p ovides a current path when thy-
isto THl is b ocked . Battery current Ib is drawn in puls.es as 
ho in Fig. 4.13 which increases the r 2R loss in the battery 
u 1 s n it·onal filter is added between the battery and thyris -
o Moto to qu nd po er capability as a function of speed for 
h · m e sho in Fig. 4.14 for a fixed maximum armature 
e _t lu. Pint p corresponds to the application of full 
y vo g • q .e is constant for motor speed n < np, and 
p w is pr po ti n 1 to n. At speeds abov point p, a series motor 
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with a ,c_ons,tant voltag,e source operates with reduced armature and 
field current. In the simple series motor the armature current is 
reduced in proportion to field current and power output is reduced 
,as shown. Power may be better maintained at speeds above np by 
shunting current from the field winding . 
High speed motor p ~erformance ean be improved by using a 
separately exeited f ield. In the armature control region of Fig., 
4 . 15 , th, armature chopper controls the voltage applied to the arma-
ture while fu 1 f"eld excitation is maintained. In the field con-
trol r gion full b ttery voltage is applied to the armature and the 
fie d is I"educed so as to be I.nvers,ely proportional to speed. 
Horsepower remains constant w1th the torque being inversely pro-
port*onal to speed . At higher speeds, commutation considerations 
may impos a reduction of armatur ~e curr,ent as, indicated by the 
da h d curves of ig,. 4 .15. The advantage of using a transmission 
o m tiply motor torque is illustrated in Fig. 4.16 for series 
motor with a three-speed manual transmission. Low speed performance 
and hill climb1ng ability are great ly enhanced by the incr ~eased 
available torque. The further advantage of field and armature con-
trol s illustrat d in Fig. 4.17. The co~nstant horsepower obtain-
able in the field control region provides maximum power over a wider 
sp ed range ,. 
From a safety st nd point dynamic braking may be obtained 
by sw·tching a resistance across the motor. This provides the desir-
ed retarding, torque in a simple manner but dissipates energy that 
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Fig . 4.17 ., Separately e cited motor with transmission 
could be returned to the batt ~ ry . 
R g ner tive brak1ng requi e.s the establishment of a path for 
r vers ~e rm ture current for charging the battery. This path .is 
provided in F'ig .. 4 . 18 by diode D2 .. Swi tc.h TH4 is controlled to 
m '"ntain the a erage va ue of vo ltage V somewhat lower than the re-
gene at ·ng motor voltage, the eby controlling the. value of Ia. 
Switch TH4 condu ts only when switch THl is blocked. The comrnuta-
ti ~ n com ~ onents required for turning off thyristors THl and TH4 are 
not h wn . Although reg. n rative braking returns energy to the 
b ttery nd ther by increases vehicle range it requires the addi-
tion of botl pow r handling d vices nd control circuitry. 
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Fig. 4.18. Regenerative braking 
The armature chopper control system requires that the elect-
o s handle the full power required by the vehicle. The size, 
weight po..1er dissipation and cost of the electronics are largely 
a unction of the po er handling capability of the control. 
min t ~on of Fig ,. 4.17 reveals that armatur~e eontrol is 
only n d d over small portion of the vehicle speed range. Oper-
at:ion ov th remainder of the range can be handled by field con_. 
trol Th po\ver requirement of the field is only a few percent of 
the armat e c uit power d therefor the power rating of the 
centro ectronic could be greatly reduced if armature control 
caul ' be lim'n ted. 
Th d v lopment of a lov power field control system for a 
p r t y exc·t d DC motor was und rtaken because of the size, 
w 'gh , and _o t b _n fits av ilable if satisfactory low speed 
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vehicle performance could be obtained without an armature chopper. 
A d1agram of DC chopper control system is shown in Fig. 4 ., 19. 
The torque speed curves for the motor in this experimental 
vehicl ~e are given in Fig. 4 . 20 for two different systems: 96 volt 
and 50 milliohms and 48 volt at 12.5 milliohms connections. Full 
torque with 400A armature current at full field for the 96 volt 
co nection corr~esponds to 34 HP while the corresponding torque for 
48 volt connection corresponds to 18 HP'. 
If the armature chopper is eliminated and the 96 volt battery 
_r : -
s connected to the armature the motor may be field controlled at 
or above the speed indicated by the 100% field excitation line S-S 
of Fig. 4 . 20. This line is significant since it corresponds to the 
generation of the maximum back emf at a particular motor speed. 
ature current 1s determined by the differenee betwe,en the battery 
term ·nal voltage and the back emf divided by the armature resistance. 
B ttery r s·stanc has a substantial effect on the slope of this line 
s 'nc the battery terminal voltage will decrease about 20 volts when 
a 400A cu rent is drawn. 
The low speed performance of a vehicle driven from this motor 
through conv,entional transmission will be unsatisfactory for 96 
volt battery connection. The zero torque sp,eed determined by line 
S-S may b thought of as corresponding to the idle speed of an in-
ternal combustion engine. An idle spe~ed of 1900 rpm is highly 
unsat·sf ctory. 
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he situation can be greatly improved by reducing the battery 
voltage pp ied to the motor. By reconnecting the 96 volt battery 
into tto parallel 48 volt sections, full field excitation corres-
ponds to lin P-P of F1g . 4. 20.. The new z ,ero torque speed of 950 :rpm 
is close to that of an internal combustion engine and the field con-
trol system \vith battery reconnect can be used with either a manual 
or automatic transmission The e perimental vehicle was operated 
~tvith an utomatic transmission having a torque convert~er stall 
ch racteristic as indicated in Fig. 4.,21 and Fig. 4.22. Smooth 
p rformanc'e was obtained over the entire speed rang,e by suitable 
coordin t'on of the field excitation and battery reconnection. 
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The fi ld control system described belo-w was devel ~oped to me.et 
the fo owing g als : 
1. Provide smooth transistions bet'ween parallel and series 
battery connections; 
2. operate in the series battery connection whenever 
possible· 
3.. Provide good low speed and high speed control; 
4. provide adj table regenerative braking; 
5. provide s fety features to ensure trouble-free oper~tion· 
6 minimiz powe losses and· 
7. be compatibl with large scale integration. 
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A block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 4. 23. 'The 
accelerator setting is converted to an armature current reference 
signal.. This reference current signal is compared with a signal 
proportional to armature current, and the error s .ignal is processed 
to obtain a field curr,ent referenc~e signal. The field ref,erence 
signal controls a 2 KHz pulse width modulator which contains a power 
transistor output stage capable of providing the 12A full field 
current. If the accel,erator setting is increased, an inereased 
rma tu re current is demanded. This r~esul ts in a reduced field 
current demand ~ Decreasing the field current of the separately 
xc·ted motor decreased the motor back emf which in turn increases 
the armature current fo,r a given s,peed and battery voltage ,. Speed 
control is accomplished by the driver as in a c~onventional auto-
mob le The problem of achieving stab.lity of the current feedback 
loop is aggravated by the nonlinear field current to field flux 
ch -cte st1c and the poor regulation of the battery. These prob-
lems were overcome by using nonlinear pulse width modulation and a 
feed forward battery voltage signal to cancel the effect of battery 
voltage v riations on field current. 
When starting from standstill, the logic senses an acceleration 
setting T greater than zero and closes the low voltage contactors, 
L, thereby pplying 48 volts to the motor. With minimum accelerator 
setting th motor will run with maximum field excitation of about 
950 rpm which corresponds to 1.dle speed. As the accelerator is 
dep ssed, th field is weakened and the armature current is 
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Fig. 4.23. Feedback field control 
This causes the motor and the vehicle to accelerate. 
f ow values of ac ~cel ~eration are demanded as when operating in 
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a p rk 'ng lot, the controller will operate the motor in the parallel 
b ~y connection, region A of Fig. 4.20, with armature currents 
helo th rna 'mum value of 400A . When the. motor rpm increases so 
that the operating point reaches the full field line S·-S, the logic 
will initiate a transistion to the high voltage connection, region 
B F ·rst the low voltage contactors. are opened. The field current 
is inc~eased to its full value and then the high voltage contactor 
H · clos d. Th"s e l iminates any high current motor surge which 
would produ e a jerk. At the same time, the armature current re-
f renee f r th given accel rater setting is reduced from the value 
~ndic ted by the dashed line of the accelerator transfer 
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characteristic of Fig. 4.24 to the solid line value. This armature 
current value is S>elected to provide the same motor torque with the 
new 96 volt connection as was previously provid,ed with the 48 volt 
connection. This provides smooth control so that the vehicle does 
not suddenly accelerate after reconne~ction. If on the other hand 
high acceleration is demanded, the controller will provide maximum 
armature current when operating in the low voltage connection of 
region A. As soon as the motor rpm increases to a value equal to 
the rpm on lin~e S-S which corresponds to the eurrent demand:ed in 
re o B by the accelerator s ~etting, the cant actors trill operate 
as described above to provide a transition to the high voltage 
operation in region B. In this case, however, the ne:w torque wi t, 1 
e ceed the low vol age connection t orque since high acce eratio 
dema ded . 
Controllable regenerat·ve braking is readily provided in a 
fi ld control system . A gradual transition from motoring to regen-
e ation is provid d by the accelerator to armature current reference 
transf r f unction shown in Fig . 4.24. The previously discuss,ed arma-
tur~e current reference is a function of motor speed as well as accel-
rater setting As the accelerator demand is reduced at a giv,en 
sp d, th, positive armature current demand is reduced and then goes 
neg tive. This results in an ·ncreased value of field current, 
which increases the back emf of the motor. The motor acts as a 
generator and charges the batteries. As the vehicle spe.ed is reduc-
ed, the field current will be increased to maintain the desired 
4!JO.A, 
Fig . 4.24 
Accelerator 
Setting 
.-.:. -
Accelerator transfer function 
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regenerative current. Once the maximum field excitation is reached, 
any f rther deer ase n motor speed will cause the negative armature 
curr nt magn·tud to decrease toward zero. As soon as the armature 
curr n becomes positive fo r a zero accelerator setting, the logic 
l~ 1 ini i tea b ttery reconnection to the low voltage connection. 
For most effic.ient operation, the system should be operated ~n 
the seri s connection when possible. The S-S line of Fig. 4- 20 shifts 
c n id rably depend Jog on the open circuit voltage and resistance of 
th tery. Th battery parameters are a function of battery temp-
er tu e and p c nt charge. A circuit in the logic calculates the 
0 imum switch·n point based on motor speed, battery voltage, arma-
ure c, rrent, an ccelerator position. 
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Performance 
The ~electric vehicle was first equipped with a ·400A armature 
chopper, series wound DC moto~r, and a manual clutch and transmission. 
It was instrumented to record sp ~eed, mileage, grade, battery current, 
motor current, batt.ery voltage, and motor voltage. The motor was 
later rewound to obtain a separately excited field. The feedback 
field controller was used with a three-speed automatic transmission 
~ncorporating a torque converter and battery reconnect, Performance 
compar_:_sons are given n Table 2. The torque transient resultl:ng 
,. : 
f om the batte y reconnect was judged to be less than that of the 
automat1c transmission during gear changes. 
TABLE 2 
Per rmance Comparison Between Field and Armature Control 
Field Armatur~e 
~ - celeration Control Control 
0 - 15 mph 3 .sec. 5 sec. 
0 - 30 mph 10 sec. 14 sec. 
0 45 mph 27 sec. 32 sec. 
Top Speed 65 mph 60 mph 
Range 47.8 mi. 44.5 mi. 
0 - 40 mph accleration 
Constant 40 mph f ,or 3 mlles 
40 - 0 mph deceleration 
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Conclusion and Reconnnendations 
The range improvement of the. field control system with respect 
to the armature chopper is partially due to regeneration and part-
ially due to elimination of battery losses eaus,ed by the pulsed 
chopper wave form . The acceleration p·erformanee improvement results 
from i mproved torque availability and the elimination of manual 
gear shifting. The saving in size, weight, power dissipation and 
cost of the field co,ntrol system are als,o important advantages.. The 
power output stage need handle only a 12A field current as compared 
,_; . 
•t the 400 a - -ture cur -ent . The power c1rcuit can be derated 
with less cost penalty, thereby providin:g increased reliability. 
The lo:v power CMOS logic is suitable for large scale integration, 
which can further reduce the cost, siz,e, and wiring complexity. 
Further simplification of the system may be possible by incorporating 
a four- elem nt hydraulic torque converter and a wider speed range 
mo or, lvhi h cou d eliminate the need for reconnecting the batt.eries. 
Full realization of the potential of battery powered electric 
veh ·-cles will require substantial improvements in battery energy 
and power density, development of light-weight high-performance 
motors, development o·f low weight vehicles with low aerodynamic 
d ag, and further controller improvements.. Although the ne ~ed for 
hig energy density batteries is most pressing, efforts in the 
other are, s wi 1 also contribute to increased range and performance. 
In add ' tion to the power and control circuitry previously 
mentioned, a controller installation will include several additional 
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major components and features. A contactor or switch can he connect-
ed in series betwe~en the battery and controller to provide a complet ~e 
open circu1t and to serve as a final emergency disconnect in event 
of a failure of the controller. A double-pole, double-throw con-
tactor is used to reverse connections of the field or armature for 
operating the v~ehicle in the r ,everse direction. The reversing 
s itch can also incorporate the above mentioned disconnect feature. 
To supply motor current higher than can be safely handled by . the 
solid state controller, the ma.in switching device can be by-passed 
·_ h contactor or mechanical switch.. Energizing of the by- pass 
circu1t often causes a jerk in the vehicle motion~ but this is a 
smal penalty to pay for the increased current and resulting higher 
torque made available for the mor~e severe load conditions. Wi.th 
the -y-pass rcuit in operation the controller lasses are eliminated, 
thus mproving the efficiency of the drive system when full output 
s d ir d. 
Add1tional electronic circuitry may be added to the controller 
to improv the safety and r ~eliability of operation. Among the fea-
tures which can be provided are: undervoltage detection to prevent 
loss of control due to ,excessively low battery voltage, a commutation 
circuit ·nterlock to prevent firing the main thyristor prior to 
charg 'ng the commutating capacitor, and over temperature detection 
to prevent over loading and consequent failure of the solid state 
devices. 
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As it was said before dynamic braking and re,gen,e.ration are 
two optional features that may be added to the motor and controller. 
w~thout either of these features the drive motor does not provide 
retarding torque and as a r ~esult the vehicle free wheels or coasts 
much faster than a conventional car. Not only is this condition 
unsafe when descending steep hills, but it also · requi.res ex,cessive 
use of the brakes on hills and during stopping. To eliminat ~e this 
condition the motor can be reconnected as a generator so that a 
ret rding torque is produc~ed. T'be generated power can be dissipated 
in resistors to obtain dynamic braking or c.an be us.ed to charge the 
battery for regenerative braking .. 
Dynamic braking is relatively simple and inexpensive to 
a comp is c.ontactors or switches are used to reconnect the motor 
as generate and to witch in the required braking resistor.. The 
res· stor value is seleeted to give a comfortable and saf.e deeelera-
t "o . The dynam·c braking can be automatically brought into opera-
tion by energizing the switches when the accel~erator pedal is re-
l ~ea d .. 
Regenerative braking is more difficult to accomplish (and more 
exp n.sive) but does have advantage of returing energy to the battery. 
Ag in contactors or switches are used to reconnect the motor as a 
generator and to provide a current path to the battery. Additional 
circuitry must be added to obtain a v,o,ltage high enough to charge 
, he battery. One specific technique is o step up the generated 
voltage by using a thy istor controlled inductor charging and 
·111 
d1scharging c1rcuit. 
Theoretical calculations of recovered energy by regenerative 
braking make this fea ture appear especially attractive; however, the 
a tual benefit deri ved will be far less than expected. Until a very 
inexpens1ve means of providing regeneration is found, it is unlikely 
that this feature can be proven advantageous in normal driving. 
Specia purpose vehicl,es such as delivery vehicles which make many 
stops per mile may, however , benefit sufficiently to justify the 
15 
add d cost and complexity of a regenerative system . 
Electrical System Efficiency 
~e examine the factors affecting the efficiency of conversion 
of s o d e ergy to mechanical energy a t the rear axle. Among the 
lo es to be considered are those due to the battery, controller, 
motor, nd nsm ssion. 
D r g ach current pulse (assuming rectangular pulses) of 
h controller t e port on of the battery's stored energy lost due 
o internal resistance is· 
Energy Lost = IB2~t.t (watt-sec) 
where IB = peak battery current 
~ - battery resistant 
llt = pulse duration i seconds 
Th n rgy avail b e a t he output of the controller is given by: 
where ~ = load resistance 
E ::::: battery open circuit voltage 
0 
The efficiency during, the pulse p~eriod is giv,en by: 
Energy to load 
Energy to load + losses 
(E0 - IB~) IBL!!t 
E I ~t 
o B 
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with a s itching c~ontroller the averag ~e batt ~ery current m.ay be much 
lower than the load e.urr~ent ;, how,ever it should be noted tha.t the 
losses are not determined by the averag,e current, but by the peak 
current during the pulse period. 
The controller effieiency is determined by the switchi.ng loss-
es and forward drop o,f the main t .hyristor, the connnu.tating circuit 
involved it is som@what difficult to give an accurate gen,eral ex-
pression f ,o,r controller efficiency. The control circuit and connnu-
tating losses remain relatively constant independent of load, and 
at the low frequencies employed in these controllers the switehing 
l~osses are a small portion of the total l~oss. In a well des igned 
reo,ntroller the fixed los,s will be less than 3% of the contro,ller 
rating. A major portion of the loss oecurs due to the forward 
voltage dr,op of the main thyristor., This voltage drop will vary 
from approximately 1.0 volts to 2.0 volts over the useful current 
range of the device. The approximate. effici~ency of the controller 
will then be given by: 
== (forwa:d drop loss ~es) 
111c 1nput pow,er 
VFD 
n, = 0. 97 - --_-1-~-c E · 
o - B ' 
(fixed lo,ss,es) 
input po,wer 
where VFD = thyristor voltage drop at IB amperes 
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The remaining factor in d~etennining the ov,erall effi,ciency is 
the motor and transmission loss,es. Lo,sses for DC motors are given 
for steady DC ~excitation rather than the pulsed type excitation 
produced by the switching t.ype controller., 'The eff,ect of the pulsa-
ting current s to cause additional heating losses in. both the mag-
netic and el~ectrical circuits of the motor. As the chopper fre-
quency and motor inductance are increased the magnitude of the AC 
component is reduced and the added losses are minimized. In a w~ell 
des· gned system the losses caused by the AC current should reduc.e 
the motor efficiency by no mor~e than 2 or 3%. 
Finally, the efficiency of mechanical automotiv~e. transm.is ,s,ions 
is very high . In the lower gears. the ,efficiency is at least .93% and 
in direct drive it ris ~es to a value of 98% ,. Now we consider how 
th se efficiency facto 'rs influence the d~ecis.ions made during th~e 
design of a vehicle's electrical system. To ,satisfy a given load 
requirement,, it is obvious that the battery voltage should be made 
as high as practical so that the current will be a minimum . The 
battery voltage will, however, be. limited by such f_actors as safety, 
compatibility with availabl,e motor voltage, mechanical eonfiguration 
of available batteries, and allowed space for mounting, and .other 
114 
. 1 "d . 12 practJ.ca _ cons , , erat~ons • 
An example fo r a vehicle system (100-v batt ~ery, 50-MSL battery, 
100 A of average motor current is considered next. A comparison of 
power loss and efficiency of resistor and chopper power controller is 
g ven in Table 3. 
Sol1.d state controllers provide the most effective means of · 
ach~eving comfortable and safe speed control as well as efficient 
operation of electric vehicle drive systems. I n a design of el~ectric 
veh.cles there are some t.rade-offs on controller rating and drive 
eff·c·ency in statis flying the specific vehicle performance re-
quirements. v~ehicles will involve trade-offs to acbiev,e the desired 
cost, performance , and efficiency objectives and will result in diff-
ere t electr ·cal system designs. Since the solid state controller 
affec s the fficiency of both battery and motor, it must be design1ed 
o be compatible with these components to achieve a good drive system. 
h ~ te-of--the .... art semi conductor devices most requirements can he 
a - £ 'ed · however, further develop,ment aimed at reducing controller 
cost 
. 16 
size, and weight is desirable • 
Simulator for a 24 HP Separately Excited DC Motor 
At this point a simulator for a 24 HP separately excited DC 
motor which is used in the electric car and a design for the controll-
r which 1.s sugg sted by the author is discussed. 
The . imulator consists of a small 12 volt DC motor and the 
pulse modulator which was discussed in Chapter Three as a drive-r 
for the armature. A power supply adjusted for 12 volts and producing 
a maximum 6 amperes current fe ~eds the pulse modulator. The 
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motor was originally a series moto·r and drew high current for 
starting.. As the separately excited motor is used in the electric 
car, the series winding of the small motor was replaced by the 
appropriate winding for a. shunt motor. In order to determine the 
proper number of windings for the field coil a simple calculation 
was done First the pow~er for the series winding was calculated by 
considering approximat ~ely 6 amp·er ~es needed for 0. 3 ohms resistor 
of the coil so: P = I 2R = 36 (0.3) = 10.8 W 
, ; 
122 R =-
s. h. 10.8 
~ 13 Q 
Therefo e the resistance of the shunt field should be almost 13 ohms, 
by looking at a wire table, wire number 26 (which has 41 n resistance 
per 1000 feet) was selected It was desired that the new coil have 
abou th same amount of copp ~er as the series coil. The motor was 
mounted on a piece of wood and linked to the aluminum disc by a . 
rubber belt using two simulator belt gears,, one fixed on the motor· 
shaft, anoth r one on the disc shaft. The aluminum disc was placed 
on stand, so that it could rotate between two pieces of permanent 
magnet. During the rotation of the disc the magnets produce an 
·eddy current through the disc, and that current through the field 
m kes a load that is opposed to the direction of rotation. By moving 
the position of the permanent magnets more field would be cut by the 
cur ent through the disc and various br ke forces would be produced. 
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By this simpl,e technique the motor could be loaded. A small roller 
was placed on the disc stand to represent the position of the mag-
nets. The armature and field connections were taken out of the 
motor and were connected on the motor stand separately. The arma-
ture was connected to the output of the pulse modulator through an 
ammeter. A voltmet ~er was connected across the armature to show the 
armature voltage ,. The pulse modulator was fed by four laboratory 
DC power supplies, producing a maximum 6 amperes. The field was 
connect ~ed to a variable power supply, so the field voltage could 
' . .: . 
b varied . voltmeter t.Jas also connected across the field to show 
Vf. A pictur ~e of the simulator and its connection is shown in Fig. 
4 . 25,.. Since there was no available data the basic speed of the motor 
as unknown. Th·s. fact does not affect the experiment very much, 
shifting the curves slightly. An attempt was made to simulate 
very function which could occur for the 24 HP mo t or in the electric 
c r by this simulation, but some problems prevented complete success .. 
The basic speed measured was 8800 rpm (for V
8 
= 11.5 volts, Vf = 
75 11.75 0 93 ) 11. . V, If = 12 ., 7 = . · amperes . ('The resistanc~e of the field 
winding happened to be 12.7 n, which was close to the calculated 
value) w1th the motor loaded by the disc. The basic speed when 
the motor was not linked to the disc increased to 12,300 rpm (at 
Ia = 2 .. 5 amp res, Va:: Vf = 11 .. 73, If= 0.92 amp ~eres) ... Due to the 
high basic sp -ed and vibration of the slightly unbalanced di.sc and 
the possibility of the disc leaving the shaft and running away, the 
( ) Simulator for the Electric Car 
Pulse 
Modulato 
I 
(b) Wir·n Connection for the Simulator 
. 118 
F·'g, 4 25. Repr s ~entative for the Simulator and Wiring Diagram 
speeds over the basic speed could not be achieved with the disc 
linked to the motor. But without load (by weakening the field 
excitation) speeds over the basic speed were achieved. 
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The first thing tested was the pulse modulator. As mentioned 
before this circuit includes a positive feedback loop to sense the 
output current as it varies with the load and to make proportional 
voltage as its emitter. This voltage would be compared with the 
reference voltage in the input. Two different cases wer~e tested,, 
first with the feedback loop, second without feedback. 
F'or the f irst case, the plots for two different armature 
currents i full load are shown in Graph 1. Field was in full 
excitat·on at 11.73 volts. 
For the case without feedback the feedback transistor was 
unplugg d ,. The plots are shown in Graph 2. 
s a comparison between the two cas ~es, a quick look at the 
t shows that the feedback has little effect and that the motor 
has poor regulation. There is 66 . 2% regulation hetween no load and 
full load . This poor regulation can be caused by: 
1. The circuit was originally intended for a permanent 
magnet motor, and might have better results with that 
typ~e of mot,or ,. 
2. During the experiment the motor temperature rose dras-
tically because of its high losses, and this influenced 
the motor eharacteristics ,,. 
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3. Measuring speed by the strobotac was not accurat~e 
(because of the presenc~e of multipl e spe,ed indications). 
4." Replacement of the field coil increased losses, causing 
extra heat in the motor. 
5. Mechanical l~osses, unbalanced disc, shaft tension by 
increasing t ~emperature, length of rubber belt, etc. 
all contributed error. 
In the original graph the regulation for the. mot.or was 1 0%, 
wh .. ch seems very l~)W compar,ed to 66% for the 12 volt DC motor. 
Th pulse modulator was modified and scaled up t6 act as a field 
controller in the electric car. I n the field controller t here is 
no need for t:he feedback loop, so that part of circuit (which 
_:_ncluded the current feedback l ~oop) was ~eliminated. In order to 
scale up the circuit to match the field of 24 HF DC motor and i.ts 
108 volt input the po~ver trans,i.stors of the driver and output part 
needed to' be replaced. Transistor Q4 (2N4901) was replaced by 
(RC ~410) and instead of power transisbor Q5 (2N939_8) the matched 
thr,ee parallel transistors (RCA410) were used.. The rest of the 
circuit was like the original. There must be two supply voltages: 
12 and 108 volts (to excit ~e the field). The 108 volt supply must 
handle up to 21 amperes current. It seemed that there is no need 
f ,or the f ree wheeling diode D3 because this diode provides a path 
for armature current dur ing intervals when transistor .Q5 is in its 
off state , and the sour,ce of the current is the energy stores - in 
the magneti ~c field of the motor.. Later if there would be a need 
123 
for this diode it could be re-installed. 
In order to simulate the low speed (from zero up to basic 
speed) and starting torque (accelerating the car in gear one or two) 
the field was set to full excitation and the armature was connected 
to the pulse modulator . Various constant loads were used and the 
plots a:re shown in Graphs 3, 4, and 5. It should be mentioned here 
that the 24 HP motor might not behave in the same manner as the 
simulator· for instance, the 24 HP motor's field coil is des_igned 
o that n the case of fi,eld disconnection from the supply the motor 
do sn 1 t run atvay. As can be seen from the graphs, the pulse modula-
tor could de iver as much current as needed to drive the motor with 
any load from its starting point. In the case of heavy loads, to 
dra lo e curr nt the field can be over excited. From the graph i t 
is seen that for higher spe,eds the armature current increases dras-
tic lly. The pulse modulator could deliver up to 6 amp~eres current 
trithout ny extr heat in the power trans,istors .. 
A schematic of a conception at design of a controller, includ-
ng the logic interface which interfaces between the armature chopper 
and pulse modulator, that is suggested for the electric car project 
is g·ven ~n Fig. 4 • .26. The armature controller is the armature chop-
per GE-EV-1 S.C .. control, and the field controller is the modified 
mo ,ulator which has been discussed in Chapter Three. Both 
controllers re fed by 108 volt batteries, and the logic circuit 
an pulse modulator need 12 volts for inputs. The armature chopper 
is conn cted to a heavy current contactor lA which wi ll short out 
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the chopper when the voltage across the armature reaches 85% of 
the battery voltage, and thereby connects the armature directly 
across the batteries. The Ev- 1 doesn't include dynamic or ~egenera-
ive braking, but it includ,es the jogging braking. The accelerator 
wo u d be modified somehow so that after the armatur.e chopper would 
be shortedJ by pressing the accelerator the potentiometer which 
var · es the input voltage for pulse modulator will move to 'tveaken 
the field and increase the speed. The ignition switch will activ-
ate the logic and pulse modulator circuits. For protection of the 
m tor a fus ~e 1s provided 1n tb,e armature circuit ~ which will blow 
vhen I > I and the contactor fails to dis ,connect the armature 
a max 
from the batteries. The control logic interface detects the anna-
ture over-eurrent and cuts it baek by dropping the field to full 
excitation.. The eurrent sensor guag,es the armature current, and 
the scaling and conditional block produces a low voltage proport.ion-
1 to th a.rmatu current. In the comparator I will be compared 
a 
to (normal) and I (maximum) armature current. When I > I 
n max a max 
the comparator sends a signal to open contactor R to protect the 
motor Whe I > I the comparator sends a signal to start a digital 
a n 
int grater to keep track of time. After a period of time (which 
depends on the motor design) the digital integrator will send a sig-
nal to drop back the field to the full field excitation in order to 
restrict the rmature current. The temperature sensor acts as a 
backup for overheating the motor. When I drops and becomes less 
a 
than I the counter will be reset and the field excitation will go 
n 
129 
back to normal op ~eration. These functions are carried out by a RS 
flip-flop AND and OR gates. Actually this is not complete circuit, 
and some extra circuits can be added to giv~e a continuous r~ng ~e of 
field excitation proportional to I in the cas,e when I > I . 
a a n 
".: 
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